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General physiology

The goal of physiology is to explain the physical and chemical
factors that are responsible for the origin, development and
progression of life. Each t ype of life, from the very simple virus
up to the largest tree or to the complicated human being, has its
own functional characteristics.

Therefore, the vast of physiolo g y can be divided into-
i. Viral physiology

ii. Bacterial physiology

iii. Celluar physiology

iv. Plant physiology

Human physiology and many more subdivision.

(Ref. Guvion & Hall- I It/i Edition: Page 3)

Human physiology
In liama/i physiology, we attempt to explain the specific
characteristics and mechanisms of human body that make it a

living being. The very fact that we remain alive is almost
beyond our own control, for hunger make us seek for food and
fear makes us seek refuge. Sensations of cold make us provide
warmth and other forces cause us to seek fellowship and to

reproduce. Thus, the human being is actually an automaton, and
the fact that we are sensing, feeling, and knowledgeable beings
is part of this automatic sequence of life; these special attributes
allow us to exit under widely varying conditions.

(Ref. Gi'ton & Hall- I Jib Edition; Page 3)

In unicellular organisms, all vital processes occur in a single
cell. As the evolution of multicellular organisms has progressed,

various cell groups have taken over particular functions. In
humans and other vertebrate animals, the specialized cell groups
include - a gastroin test inal s ystem to digest and absorb food, a
,e j,in • system to take I I I) 02 and eliminate CO,; a urinary
svie,n to remove wastes; a cardiovascular s ystem to distribute
food, 02, and the products of metabolism; a reproductive
system to perpetuate the species; and nervous and endocrine
systems to coordinate and integrate the functions of the other
systems. This book is concerned with the way these systems
function and the way each contributes to the functions of the
body as a whole.

This chapter presents general concepts and principles that are
basic to the function of all the systems. It also includes a short
review of fundamental aspects of cell physiology. Additional
aspects of cellular and molecular biology are considered in the
relevant chapters on the various organs.

Homeostatic mechenisms of the
major functional systems

Homeostasis : The term /zomneosrsis is used by the physiologist
to mean maintenance of nearly constant conditions in the
internal environment.

Essentially all organs and tissues of the body perform functions
that help to maintain these constant conditions. For instant, the

lungs provide oxygen to the extra cellular fluid to replinish the
oxygen used by the cells, the kidneys maintain constant ionic
concentrations and gastrointestinal system provides nutrients.

(Ref Guvion & flail- 11th Edition; Page 4)

The different functional systems of the body

Ext racellular fluid transport and mixing system- 1 lie blood
circa/wary s ystem : Extracellular fluid transported through
all parts of the body in two stages. The first stage is
movement of blood through the body in the blood vessels,
and the second is movement of fluid between the blood

capillaries and the intracellular spaces between the tissue
cells.

All the blood in the circulation traverses the entire
circulatory circuit an average of once each minute when the

body is at rest and as many as six times each minute when a
person is extremely active.

As blood passes through the blood capillaries continual

exchange of extracellular fluid also occurs between the

plasma portion of the blood and the interstitial fluid that fills
the intercellular spaces. The walls of the capillaries are
permeable to most molecules in the plasma of the blood,
with the exception of the large plasma protein molecules.
Therefore, large amounts of fluid and its dissolved
constituents diffuse back and forth between the blood and

the tissue spaces. This process of diffusion is caused by
kinetic motion of the molecules in both the plasma and the

interstitial fluid. That is, the fluid and dissolved molecules
are continually moving and bouncin g in all directions within
the plasma and the fluid in the intercellular spaces, and also
through the capillary pores. Few cells are located more than

50 micrometers from a capillary, which ensures diffusion of

almost any substance from the capillary to the cell within a
few seconds. Thus, the extracellular fluid everywhere in the
body-both that of the plasma and that of the interstitial fluid-
is continually being mixed, thereby maintaining almost
complete homogeneity of the extracellular fluid throughout

the body.

(Ref. Gu yton & Hall -ill/i Edition; !'age 4)
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2. Origin of tiumnents in the extracellular fluid

FL! Respiratory system : The blood picks UI) oxygen in the

alveoli, thus acquiring the oxygen needed by he cells.

I, Gastrointestinal tract Here different dissolved

nutrients, including carbohydrates, fatty acids, and
amino acids, are absorbed from the ingested food into

the extracellular fluid of the blood.

c Liter and other organs : The liver changes the chemical

compositions of many of these substances to more
usable forms, and other tissues of the body- fat cells,
gastrointestinal mucosa, kidneys, and endocrine glands-
help modify the absorbed substances or store them until

they are needed.

ci Musculoskeletal system : The musculoskeletal system

provide the body to move to the appropriate place at the
appropriate time to obtain the foods for nutrition. it also
provides motility for protection against adverse
surroundings, without which the entire body, along with

its homeostatic mechanisms, could be destroyed

ins tanta neo ci sly.
(Ref Gnyion & hall -11th Edition: Page 5)

3. Removal of'inetabolic end products
a. Removal of carbon dioxide by the lungs. Carbon dioxide

is the most abundant of all the end products of

metabolism.

b. Kidne ys removes most of the other substances from
plasma include different end products of cellular
metabolism, such as urea and uric acid; they also include
excesses of ions and water from the food that might have
accumulated in the extra cellular fluid.

(Ref. Gu yron & 1-/all -lit/i Edition; Page 5)

4. Regulation of body function
Body function is regulated by two major regulatory system.

A. Nervous regulation The nervous system is composed

of three major parts - the sensory input portion, the
central nervous system (or integrative portion) and the

motor portion.

a. Sensory receptors : Detect the state of the body or

the state of surroundings such as touches, visual

image etc.

b. Nervous s ystem .' Composed of brain and spinal cord.

The brain can store information, general thoughts,
create ambition and determine reactions that the

body performs in response to the sensations.

c. Motor portion . Appropriate signals are transmitted
through the motor portion to carry out the person's

desires.

A large segment of the nervous system is called the

autonomic s ystem. It operates at a subconscious level and

controls many functions of the internal organs, including-

i.	 The level of pumping activity by the heart.

ij. Movements of the gastrointestinal tract

iii. Secretion by many of the hodys glands.

(Ref Guvton & flail- 1/f/i Edition; Page 5.6)

B. Hormonal system of regulation: Located in the bod y are

eight major endocrine glands that secrete chemical

substances, called hormones.
Hormones are transported in the extracellular fluid to all
parts of the body to help regulation of cellular function,

such as -

1. Thyroid hormone Increases the rate of most
chemical reactions in all cells thus helping to set the

tempo of bodily activity.

2. Insulin : Controls glucose metabolism.

3. Adrenocortical hormones Control sodiLim ion,
potassium ion and protein metabolism.

4. Parathyroid hormone : Controls bone calcium and

phosphate.

l'hus, the hormones are a systems of regulation that

complements the nervous system.

The nervous system in general, regulates many muscular and
secretory activities of the body, where as the hormonal system

regulates mainly the metabolic functions.

(Ri'!: Curio; i & hull - I It/i Edition; Page 6)

5. Reproduction Sometimes reproduction is not considered a

homeostatic function. It does, however, help maintain
homeostasis by generating new beings to take the place of
those that are dying. They hell) maintain the automaticity

and continuity of life.
Ref. Carton & Flail liz/u Edition: Page 6)

Control systems of the body
The human body has thousands of control systems in it

1. Genetic control svstenis : The most intricate of these are the

genetic control systems that operate in all cells to hell)
control intracellular function as well as ex tracel I ul ar

function.

2. Many other control systems operate-

a. Within the organs to control functions of the individual

parts of the organs.

b. Others operate throughout the entire body to control the

interrelations between the organs.

For instance,

i. The respiratory s ystem, operating in association with

the nervous system, regulates the concentration of

CO2 in the extracellular fluid (ECF).

ii. The liver and pancrease regulate the con Centration

of glucose in the ECF.

iii. The kidne ys regulate concentrations of hydrogen,

sodium, potassium, phosphate. anti other ions in the

ECF.
(Ref Cu)-ton & Hall -1 lilu Edition, Page 6)
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Examples of control inec/zanis,ns

i. Regulation of oxygen and carbon dioxide concentrations in
the exrraeellular fluid

a. O.vv , ' e,i concentration is regulated by the ox y gen -
lnifjeriiig .ti mction of lieinog/obi.

b. Carbon dioxide concentration Hiher than normal
carbon dioxide concentration in the blood excites the
respiratory center, causin g a person to breathe rapidly
and deeply. This process continues until the concen-
tration returns to normal.

ii. Regulation of arterial blood pressure : Several systems
contribute to the regulation of arterial blood pressure. One
of these, the barorecepto system. When the arterial pressure

rises too high, the baroreceptors send barrages of nerve
impulses to the medulla of the brain. Here these impulses
inhibit the vasomotor center, which in turn decreases the
number of impulses trarismited from the vasomotor center
through the sympathetic nervous system to the heart and

blood vessels. Lack of these impulses causes diminished
pumping activity by the heart and also dilation of the
peripheral blood vessels, allowing increased blood flow

through the vessels. Both of these effects decrease the
arterial pressure back toward normal.

Conversely, a decrease in arterial pressure below normal
relaxes the stretch receptors, allowing the vasomotor center

to become more active than usual, thereby causing
vasoconstriction and increased heart pumping, and raising
arterial pressure hack toward normal.

(Ref Guvioji & 11(11/ -1 li/i Edition: Page 6)

Characteristics of control systems

Hundreds of control systems working for maintenance of
liomeostasis show two common modes of actions -

I. Negative feedback system

2. Positive feed back system.

A. Negative feedback system If some factor becomes
excessive or deficite, a control system, which consists of a

seris of changes that return the factor toward a certain
mean value, thus maintaining homeostasis, called negative
feed hack system.

Example : If the concentration of carbon dioxide in the
extracellular fluid increases, the pulmonary ventilation also
increases. This inturn causes decreased CO2 eoncetration.

Conversely, if the CO2 concentration falls to low, this
causes a feed back increase in the concentration.

Essentially all control s y stem of the body operate by
negative feed back system.

B. Positive feed back system : If the initiating stimulus
causes more of the same, is called positive feedback
System.

Posti jyc feedback can sonmetjiiies cause ccious cvcle.c and
death : Exammiple : The heart of the normal human being

pumps about 5 liters of blood per minute. However, if the
person suddenly bled 2 liters, the amount of blood in the
body is decreased to such a low level that not enough is
available for heart to pump effectivel y . As a result the
arterial blood pressure and the flow of blood to the heart
muscle diminises. This results in the weakening of the
heart, further diniiniscs the pumping and coronar y blood
flow, and still more weakness of the heart. The cycle

repeats itself again and again until death. Note that each
cycle in the feedback results in further weakening of the
heart, in other words, the initiating stimulous causes more
of the same, which is positive feedback.

(Ref. Gm-ton & Hall -I ill? Edition: Page S)

Positive feedback can sometimes he useful- explain.
In rare instances, the body has learned to use positive feedback
to its advantage as follows

I. mood clotting .' When  a b lood vessel is ruptured a clot
begins to form. Multiple enz y mes called clotting factors are
activated with the clot itself. Some of these factors

activates the other inactivated  enzyme and causing still
more clot.

2. Child hilt/i : When uterine contractions become strong
enou g h for the baby's head to be gin pushing through the
cervix, stretch of the cervix sends signals back to the body
of the uterus, causing more powerful contractions and
parturition occurs.

3. Generation of nerve signals .- When the membrane of a
nerve fibre is stimulated, this causes slight leakage of
sodium ions through sodium channels in the nerve
membrane to the interior of the fibre. The sodium ions

entering the fibre then change the membrane potential,
which in turn causes more opening of the channels, more
change of potential, still more opening of channels ai)d so

forth. Thus creates the nerve action potential which excites
the nerve fibre still further along its length and ultimately
signals goes all the way to all ends of the nerve fiber.

(Ref. Giivton & Hall . 1 /1/1 Edition: Page 8)

Q . 00. How does the cell membrane contribute to cell honico
stasis.

Ans. Role of the cell membrane in cell homeostasis

a. Role of the cell membrane lipid in cell ho,ncosmsis
i. The lipid layer in the middle of the membrane is

impermeable to the usual water-soluble substances, such
as ions, glucose, and urea. Fat-soluble substances, such
as oxygen, carbon dioxide, alcohol, can penetrate this
portion of the membrane with ease.

ii. The cholesterol in the cell membrane mainly help to
determine the degree of permeability of the bilayer to
water soluble constituents of the body fluids. The
cholesterol also controls much of the fluidity of the
membrane as well.

(Ref. Guviox:. 111/i Edition; Page-13)

b. Role oft/ic cell niemnbraiie piotcui.s ui cell hoiimcasta.vi.s
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Adhesion molecules : Some are cell adhesion molecules
that anchors cells to their neighbors or to basal lamina.

UI Pumps : There are proteins that function as pumps,
actively transporting ions across the membrane.

U Carriers: Some proteins function as carriers.
transporting substances down electrochemical gradient
by facilitated diffusion.

iv. Ions chennels Still others arc tons t'henne/s, which,
when activated, permit the passage of ions into or out of

the cell.

v. Receptors : Proteins in another group function as

receptors that bind neurotransmitters and hormones,
initiating physiological changes inside the cell.

vi. Enzymes : Proteins also function as enzymes, catalyzing
reactions at the surfaces of the membrane.

vii.Antibodv processing and distinguishing self from

nonse If.
(Ref (wing 22th Edition: Page-i U)

C. Role of the cell membrane cabohydrate in cell homeostasis

1. Many of them are electrically negatively charged, which
gives most cells an over all negatively surface charge
that repels other negative objects.

Ii. The glycocalyx of some cells attaches to the glycocalyx
of other cells, thus attaching cell one to another.

Many of the carbohydrates act as receptor substances for
binding hormones such as insulin, and when bound, this
combination activates attached internal proteins that in
turn activate a cascade of intercellular enzymes.

iv Some carbohydrate moieties enter into immune
reactions.

(Ref: Guvuni I liii Edition; P-13)

Normal ranges and physical characteristics of important
extracellular fluid constituents Table-I lists the more

important constituents and physical characteristics of

extracel lular fluid along with their normal values, normal range
and maximum limits without causing death fur short periods of

time. Note specially the narrowness of the normal range for
each one of these values out side these ranges are usually the

cause of or the result of illness.

Even for more inipo rio/ti are the litti ifs Ime oiid which

abuonnalilics can cause death. for instance-

i. An increase in the body temperature of only 11°F (7°C)

above normal can often lead to vicious circle of increasing
cellular metabolism that literally destroys the cells.

ii. Very narrow range for the acid base balance of the body,

with a normal ptI value of 7.4 and lethal values only about

0.5 on either side of the normal value.

iii. Another especially important factor is potassium ion. for
whenever its concentration falls to less than one third

normal, the person is likely to be paralyzed because of
inability of the nerves to carry nerve signals, and if ever it

rises to two or more times normal, the heart muscle is likely

to be depressed severely.

iv. Also when the calcium ion concentration falls below about
one half normal the person is likely to experience tetanc
contraction of muscles throughout the body because of
spontaneous generation of' nerve impulses in the peripheral

nerves.

v. When glucose concenrtration falls below one half normal
the person frequently develop exti'enie mental irritability and

some times even convulsions.

Thus, consideration of these example should give one an
extreme appreciation of the value and even in necessity of the

vast numbers of control systems that keep the body operating in
health; in absence of any one of thease controls serious illness

or death can result. 	 (Ref Gu yton & Hall- lit/i Edition,' Page 7)

Table -t. Some important constituents and physical characteristics of the extracellu!arJ7uid, the normal range of control, and the

approximate nonlethal limits for short periods.	 (RrJ. Guytou & Hall 11th edition, Page-7)

Constituents

Oxygen

Carbon dioxide

Sodium

Potassium

Calcium ion

Chloride ion

Bicarbonate ion

Glucose

Norman! range

35-45

35-45

138 - 146

3.8-5.0

1.0- 1.4

103 - 112

24-32

75-95

	

Approximate	
Units

Non lethal limits

	10 - 1000
	

mm Ho

	

5-80
	

mm 1-ig

	

115 - 175
	

mrnol/L

	

1.5 -9.0
	

mmol/L

	

0.5-2.0
	

mmol/L

	

70 - 130	 mmollL

	

8 -45 	 mmolfL

	

201500	 mg/dl

Normal value

40

40

142

4.2

1.2

108

28

85

Body temperature
	

98.4 (37.0)
	

98 .. 98.8(37.0)
	

15 1 10.3:	 0F(uC)

Acid-base
	

7.4
	

7.3 -7.5
	

6.9 - 8.0
	

Pt1
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General physiology

The goal of physiolo gy is to explain the physical and chemical
factors that are responsible for the origin, development and
progression of life. Each type of life, from the very simple virus
up to the largest tree or to the complicated human being, has its
own functional characteristics.

Therefore, the vast of physiology can be divided into-
i. Viral physiology
ii. Bacterial physiology
in. Cel]uar physiology
iv. Plant physiology

Human physiology and many more subdivision.

(Ref Guvion & Hall- 11111 /Zc/itjon; Pat'e 3)

Human physiology
In human ph ysiolog y , we attempt to explain the specific
characteristics and mechanisms of human body that make it a
living being. The very fact that we remain alive is almost
beyond our own control, for hunger make us seek for food and
fear makes us seek refuge. Sensations of cold make us provide
warmth and other forces cause us to seek fellowship and to
reproduce. Thus, the human being is actually an automaton, and
the fact that we are sensin g , feeling, and knowledgeable beings
is part of this automatic sequence of life; these special attributes
allow us to exit under widely varying conditions.

(Ref. Guvioji & f-Ia/I- / liii Edition: Page 3)

In unicellular organisms, all vital processes occur in a single
cell. As the evolution of multicellular organisms has progressed,
various cell groups have taken over particular functions. In
humans and other vertebrate animals, the specialized cell groups
include - a gastt-ointestina/ system to digest and absorb food, a
respiratory system to take up 0-, and eliminate CO .,; a urinary
svtem to remove wastes; a cardiovascular s ystem to distribute
food, 02, and the products of metabolism; a reproductive
s ystem to perpetuate the species; and nervous and endocrine
systems to coordinate and integrate the functions of the other
systems. This book is concerned with the way these systems
function and the way each contributes to the functions of the
body as a whole.

This chapter presents general concepts and principles that are
basic to the function of all the systems. It also includes a short
review of fundamental aspects of cell physiology. Additional
aspects of cellular and molecular biology are considered in the
relevant chapters on the various organs.

Homeostatic meclienisms of the
major functional systems

Homeostasis The term /iomeostsis is used by the physiologist
to mean maintenance of nearly constant conditions in the
internal environment.

Essentially all organs and tissues of the body perform functions
that help to maintain these constant conditions. For instant, the
lungs provide oxygen to the extra cellular fluid to replinish the
oxygen used by the cells, the kidneys maintain constant ionic
concentrations and gastrointestinal system provides nutrients.

(Ref Guvion & Hall- lit/i Edition: Page 4)

The different functional systems of the body

Extracelinlar fluid transport and mixing syste,n- i/ic blood
circulatory system : Extracellular fluid transported through
all parts of the body in two stages. The first stage is
movement of blood through the body in the blood vessels,
and the second is movement of fluid between the blood
capillaries and the intracellular spaces between the tissue
cells.

All the blood in the circulation traverses the entire
circulatory circuit an average of once each minute when the
body is at rest and as many as six times each minute when a
person is extremely active.

As blood passes through the blood capillaries continual
exchange of extracellular fluid also occurs between the
plasma portion of the blood and the interstitial fluid that fills
the intercellular spaces. The walls of the capillaries are
permeable to most molecules in the Plasma of the blood,
with the exception of the large plasma protein molecules.
Therefore, large amounts of fluid and its dissolved
constituents diffuse back and forth between the blood and
the tissue spaces. This process of diffusion is caused by
kinetic motion of the molecules in both the plasma and the
interstitial fluid. That is, the fluid and dissolved molecules
are continually moving and bouncing in all directions within
the plasma and the fluid in the intercellular spaces, and also
through the capillary pores. Few cells are located more than
50 micrometers from a capillary, which ensures diffusion of
almost any substance from the capillary to the cell within a
few seconds. Thus, the extracellular fluid everywhere in the
body-both that of the plasma and that of the interstitial fluid-
is continually being mixed, thereby maintaining almost
complete homogeneity of the extracellular fluid throughout
the body.

(Ref. Guvio,i & f-la/I -I Ith  Editio,i: Page 4)



2. Origin of nutrients in the extracelhilar fluid
a. Respiratory s ystem : The blood picks op oxygen in the

alveoli, thus acquiring the oxygen needed by he cells.

b. Gastrointestinal tract : Here different dissolved

nutrients, including carbohydrates fatty acids and
amino acids, are absorbed from the ingested food into

the extracci lular fluid of the blood.

L 1,0-er and other organs The liver changes the chemical

compositions of many of these substances to more
usable forms, and other tissues of the body- fat cells,
gastrointestinal mucosa, kidneys, and endocrine glands-

help modify the absorbed substances or stoic them until

the y are needed.

cI Musculoskeleral system : The musculoskeletal system

provide the body to move to the appropriate place at the

appropriate time to obtain the foods for nutrition, it also
provides motility for protection against adverse

surroundings, without which the entire body, along with
its homeostatic mechanisms, could be destroyed

instantaneously.
(Re] ' Gurion & 1/a/I / li/i Edition: Page 5)

3. Removal of metabolic end products

a. Removal of carbon dioxide by the lungs. Carbon dioxide
is the most abundant of all the end products of

metabolism.

b. Kidne ys removes most of the other substances from
plasma include different end products of cellular
metabolism, such as urea and uric acid; they also include

excesses of ions and water from the food that might have
accumulated in the extra cellular fluid.

(Ref. Guvion & i-la/I -1/Ili Edition: Page 5)

4. Regulation of bodyfunction

Body function is regulated by two major regulatory system.

A. Nervous regulation The nervous system is composed

of three major parts - the sensory input portion, the
central nervous system (or integrative portion) and the

motor portion.

a. Sensory receptors : Detect the state of the bod y or

the state of surroundings such as touches, visual

image etc

b. Nervous system : Composed of brain and spinal cord.

The brain can store information, general thoughts.

create ambition and determine reactions that the
body performs in response to the sensations.

c. Motor portion : Appropriate signals are transmitted

through the motor portion to carry out the person's

desires.

A large segment of the nervous system is called the

autoiionirc sy,,n. It operates at i subconscious level and

controls many functions of the internal organs, including-

i.	 The level of pumping activity by the heart.

ij. Movements of the gastrointestinal tract

iii. Secretion by many of the bodys glands.

(Ref (;u,oii & I/all- I li/i Mi mu: Page SO)

B. hormonal system of regulation: Located in the bod y are

eight major endocrine glands that secrete chemical

substances, called hormones.

I Jormones are transported in thc extracel lular fluid to all
parts of the body to help regulation of cellular function,

such as -

Thyroid hormone Increases the rate of most
chemical reactions in all cells thus helping to set the

tempo of bodily activity.

2. Insulin : Controls glucose metabolism.

3. Adrenocortical hormones : Control sodium ion,
potassium ion and protein metabolism.

4. Parathyroid hormone Controls bone calcium and

phosphate.

Thus. the hormones are a systems of regulation that

complements the nervous system.

The nervous system in general, regulates many muscular and
secretory activities of the body, where as the hormonal system

regulates mainly the metabolic functions.

(Ref Guivion & 1-la/I -/ li/i Edition: Page Ot

5. Reproduction : Sometimes reproduction is not considered a

homeostatic function. It does, however, hell) maintain
homeostasis by generating new beings to take the place of
those that are dying. They help maintain the automaticity

and continuity of life.
(Ref. (,iislcu,i & I/n/I I /1/i Edition: I'nr 0)

Control systems of the body

The human body has thousands of control systems in it

Genetic control .rvstenis : The most intricate of these are the

genetic control systems that operate in all cells to help
control intracellular function as well as extracellular

function.

2. Many other control systems operate-

a. Within the organs to control functions of the individual

parts of the organs.

b. Others operate throng/iow the entire bod)' to control the

interrelations between the organs.

For instance.

i. The respircitorv svsleni. operating in association with

the nervous system, regulates the concentration of'

CO 2 in the extracellular fluid (ECF).

ii. The liver and paiicrea.cc regulate the con centration

Of glucose in the ECF.

iii. The kiduievs regulate concentrations of hydrogen,

sodium. pouIssidim, phosphate, and other ions in the

EC F,
(Ref (ho'to)i & 1-/all -J ItO Iditiun: Page 00
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Examples of control mechanisms
i. Regulation of ox ygen and carbon dioxide concentrations in

the ext race/lu/ar fluid

a. Ox ygen concentration is regulated by the ox ygen-
buffering /iuciion of henioglobin.

b. Carbon dioxide concentration : Hi g her than normal
carbon dioxide concentration in the blood excites the
respiratory center. causing a person to breathe rapidly

and deeply. This process continues until the concen-
tration returns to normal.

ii. Regulation of arterial blood pressure Several systems
contribute to the regulation of arterial blood pressure. One
of these, the barorecepto system. When the arterial pressure
rises too high, the haroreceptors send barrages of nerve

impulses to the medulla of the brain. Here these impulses
inhibit the vasomotor center, which in turn decreases the
number of impulses transmited from the vasomotor center
through the sympathetic nervous system to the heart and

blood vessels. Lack of these impulses causes diminished
pumping activity by the heart and also dilation of the
peripheral blood vessels, allowing increased blood flow
through the vessels. Both of these effects decrease the
arterial pressure back toward normal.

Conversely, a decrease in arterial pressure below normal
relaxes the stretch receptors, allowing the vasoniotor center

to become more active than usual, thereby causing
vasoconstriction and increased heart pumping, and raising
arterial pressure hack toward normal.

(Ref. Giioiz d Hall -lit/i Edition. Page 6)

Characteristics of control systems
Hundreds of control systems working for maintenance of
homeostasis show two common modes of actions -

I. Negative feedback system

2. Positive feed back system.

A Negative feedback system : IF some factor becomes
excessive or deficite, a control system, which consists of a
set-is of changes that return the factor toward a certain
mean value, thus maintaining homeostasis, called negative
feed back system.

Example : if the concentration of carbon dioxide in the
extracellLilar fluid increases, the put monary ventilation also

increases. This inturn causes decreased CO concetration.

Conversely, if the CO, concentration falls to low, this
causes a feed back increase in the concentration.

Essentially all control system of the body operate by
negative feed back system.

B Positive feed back system If the initiating stimulus
causes more of the same, is called positive feedback
system.

['os itt ic feedback can sometimes ccuise i'icioio cc/es and
dent/i : Example The heart of the normal human bein-

pumps about 5 titers of blood per minute. l-iowever, if the
person suddenl y bled 2 liters, the amount of blood in the
body is decreased to such a low level that not cnoLigh is
available for heart to pump effectively. As a result the
arterial blood pressure and the flow of blood to the heart

muscle diminises. This results in the weakening of the
heart, further di minises the pumping and coronary blood
flow, and still more weakness of the heart. The cycle
repeats itself again and again until death. Note that each
cycle in the feedback results in further weakenin g of the
heart. in other words, the initiatin g stimulous causes more
of the same, which is Iositii'e feedback.

(Ref. Gii y ion & Hall -I li/i Ecliiio;z; Page 8)

Positive feedback can sometimes be useful- explain.
In ate instances, the body has learned to use positive feedback
to its advantage as follows

Blood cloning When a blood vessel is ruptured a clot
begins to form. Multiple enz y mes called clotting factors are
activated with the clot i tself.  Some of these factors
activates the other inactivated enzyme and causing still
more clot.

2. Child brith : When uterine contractions become strong
enou gh for the bab y 's head to begin pushing throu g h the
cervix, stretch of the cervix sends signals back to the body
of the uterus, causing more powerful contractions and
parturition occurs.

3. Generation of nerve signals When the membrane of a
nerve fibre is stimulated, this causes slight leakage of
sodium ions through sodium channels in the nerve
membrane to the interior of the fibre. The sodium ions

entering the fibre then change the membrane potential,
which in turn causes more opening of the channels, more
change of potential, still more opening of channels ai)cl so
forth. Thus creates the nerve action potential which excites

the nerve fibre still further along its length and ultimately
signals goes all the way to all ends of the nerve fiber.

(Ref Guvion & Hall -11th Edition; Page 8)

Q . 00. How does the cell membrane contribute to cell homeo
stasis.

Ans. Role of the cell membrane in cell homeostasis

a. Role of the cell membrane lipid in cell homeostasis
i. The lipid layer in the middle of the membrane is

impermeable to the usual water-soluble substances, such
as ions, glucose. and urea. Fat-soluble substances, such
as oxygen, carbon dioxide, alcohol, can penetrate this
portion of the membrane with ease.

ii. The cholesterol in the cell membrane mainly help to
determine the degree of permeability of the bilayer to
water soluble constituents of the body fluids. The
cholesterol also controls much of the fluidity of the
membrane as well.

(Re!: Gii'(ciii. 111/, Edition; Page- I 3)

b. Role of i/ic cell nieml,iane pu tciui.s ill cell lionicostcrrc



i. Adhesion molecules : Some are cell adhesion molecules
that anchors cells to their neighbors or to basal lamina.

ii. Pumps : There are proteins that [unction as pumps,
actively transporting ions across the membrane.

iii. Carriers : Some proteins function as carriers,
transporting substances down electrochemical gradient

by facilitated diffusion.

i' lon.N cheniiels Still others are toils chenne/s, which,

when activated, permit the passage of ions into or Out of
the cell.

v. Receptors: Proteins in another group function as
receptors that hind neurotransmitters and hormones,
initiating physiological changes inside the cell.

vi. Enz ymes : Proteins also function as enzymes, catalyzing
reactions at the surfaces of the membrane.

vi. Aiitibodv processing and distinguishing self from

nonself.
(Rel. Gaming 221/i Edition.' Page 10)

C. Role oft/ic cell membrane cabohvd rate in cell homeostasis
i. Many of them are electrically negatively charged, which

gives most cells an over all negatively surface charge
that repels other negative objects.

ii. The glycocalyx of some cells attaches to the glycocalyx
of other cells, thus attaching cell one to another.

iii. Many of the carbohydrates act as receptor substances for
binding hormones such as insulin, and when bound, this
combination activates attached internal proteins that in
turn activate a cascade of intercellular enzymes.

iv. Some carbohydrate moieties enter into immune

reactions.
(R:f (,u yion 11th Ldiuun, P-13)

Normal ranges and physical characteristics of important
extracetlular fluid constituents : Table-I lists the more

important constituents and physical characteristics of

extracellular fluid along with their normal values, normal range
and maximum limits without causing death for short periods of

time. Note specially the narrowness of the normal lunge for
each one of these values out side these ranges arc usually the

cause of or the result of illness.

Even for more un,mortant are the ilium its bevomid ui'lii/i
(,bllor,nai!tl'es can cause death. For i,istaIR'e-
i. An increase in the body temperature of only 11°F (7°C)

above normal can often lead to vicious circle of increasing
cellular metabolism that literally destroys the cells.

ii. Very narrow range for the acid base balance of the body,

with it normal pH value of 7.4 and lethal values only about

0.5 on either side of the normal value.

id. Another especially important factor is potassium ion, for
whenever its concentration falls to less than one third
normal, the person is likely to he paralyzed because 01

inability of the nerves to carry nerve signa]s, and if ever it
rises to two or more times normal, the heart muscle is likely

to be depressed severely.

iv. Also when the calcium ion concentration falls below about
one half normal the person is likely to experience tetani'e
contraction of muscles throughout the body because of
spontaneous generation of nerve impulses in the peripheral

nerves.

v. When glucose concenrtration falls below one half normal
the person frequently develop extreme mental irritability and

some times even convulsions.

Thus, consideration of these example should give one an
extreme appreciation of the value and even in necessity of the

vast numbers of control systems that keep the body operating in
health; in absence of any one of thease controls serious illness

or death can result.	 (Ref Gu yton & Hall- lit/i Edition.' Page 7)

'table -1 Some important constituents and physical characteristics oJ'lhe extracellular fluid, the normal range of control, and the
approximate nonlethal limits for short periods. 	 (gil: (;uyuni & halt I/ ih  edit mu. Page- 7)

Constituents

Oxygen

Carbon dioxide

Sodium

Potassium

Calcium ion

Chloride ion

Bicarbonate ion

Glucose

Body temperature

Acid-base

Normal value

40

40

142

4.2

1.2

108

28

85

98.4 (37.0)

7.4

Normal range

35-45

35-45

138 - 146

3.8 - 5.0

1.0- 1,4

103- 112

24-32

75-95

98 - 98.8(37.0)

7.3 - 7,5

Approximate
Non lethal limits

10- 1000

5-80

115- 175

1.5 - 9.0

0.5-2.0

70 - 130

8- 45

20 - 1500

65 - 110(18.3-43.3)

6.9-8.0

Units

mm Hg

mm 1-ig

t'ntriol/l

mmol/L

mmol/L

mmol/L

mmol/L

mg/dl

°F(°C)

pli
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Chemical compositions of extracellular and intracellular
fluids:

--------------------------------------------------------

	

Ext race/In/a,	 IntracellularI--------------------J--------------
Na

	

	 142_mEq/L	 10 mEqIL

4mEqIL 140mEq/1-

	

2.4 ,nEq/L	 0.0001 inEq/L

Mg' +	 1.2 inEq/L	 58 ,iiEq/L

(1-1 -	 103 mEqIL	 .4 mEq/J.

1-1CO 3	28 mEqlL	 10 niEqlL

Phosphates	 4 iitEq/L	 75 niEq/L

SO4--..uuiEq/L	 2 inEq/L

Glucose	 90 mg/dl	 0 to 20 mg/dl

Amino acids	 30 mg/dl	 200 mgldl?

Cholesterol	
£

Phospholipids	 0, 5 gm/d/	 2 to 95 gm/d/

Neutral fat

POI	 3-5 nim of Ho: M m ill ji

PCOI ....	 ......................46numuof1g

P'1	7.4	 7.0

Proteins	 2 gm/cu	 16 grnldl

-----	----------.1----------	 ------1----------------------
(R(,J: Carton & flail- liii, Edition: Page-46)

Osmolar substances in plasma, extracellu lar fluid (ECF)
and intracellular fluid (ICF) in inosmil her

--
(i,io,an//j1er	 (oio.vni/!i!er I	 (nwsnt/liter

oJH20)	 üJ H2O) 1	 Of 1110)

Na	 142	 - 139	 14

K 4	i 4,2	 4	 140....................................... 4 ............................. I ... .......... ..... ... ............ ................................. .........

Mg............

Cl.. 108	 . 1 08	 .

HCO3	
1 24
	 28.3	 10

HP0 /H2 PO4	1	 2	 2	 11

SO4..0.5.0.5.1

reatine	 -	 -Phosphoc	 45......................--.------	 -
Carnosine	 -	 -	 14

----	
2
----------------- I ........................................

Amino acids	 2	 8

Creatine	 0.2	 11	 0.2	 9

Lactate	 1.2	 . .1.2
,	1.5 - -	 -

Adenosine triphosphate	 -	 -	 5

11eosc monophosph-tte 	 3.7

Glucose	 5.6	 5.6	 -

Protein1.2	 0.2	 4.---.	 I
2e1i _..._...J--------.±	 ...................J°....
Total mOsm/liter	 301.8	 300.8	 301.2

Corrected osmolar	 1	 282.0	 281.0	 281.0
activity (mOsm/liter)

7otal osmotic	 5443	 5423	 5423
p3•5()c' at 370C

2.------------- --------------
(Ref Carton & flail- i/il, Edition: Page 294)

Automaticity of the body

Purpose

1. The overall organization of the body.
2. The means by which the different parts of the body operate

iii harmony.

Body is actLially a social order of about 100 trillion cells
organized into different functional structures, some of which are

called organs. Each functional structure provides its share in the
maintenance of homeostatic conditions in the extracellular fluid.
which is called the internal environment. As long as normal
conditions are maintained in the internal environment, the cells

of the body continue to live & function properly. Thus each cell
benefits from homeostasis, and in turn, each cell contributes its
share toward the maintenance of homeostasis. The reciprocal
interplay provides continuous automaticity of the body until one
or more functional systems lose their ability to contribute their
share of function. When this happens, all the cells of the body
suffer. Extreme dysfunction leads to death, where as moderate
dysfunction leads to sickness.

(Ref. Guvion & I-la/i -11th Edition. Page 9)

Organization of the body

The cells that make UI) the bodies of all but the simplest
multicellular animals, both aquatic and terrestrial, exist in an
internal sea " of extracellular fluid (ECF) enclosed within the
integ ument of the animal. From this fluid, the cells take up 02
and nutrients; into it, they discharge metabolic waste products.
The ECF is more dilute than present day seawater, but its
composition closely resembles that of the primordial oceans in
which, presumably, all life originated.

In animals with a closed vascular system. the ECF is divided
into 2 components

1. Jiiterstitia/Jlitid
2. Circulating blood plasma.

The plasma and the cellular elements of the blood, principally
red blood cells, fill the vascular system, and together they
constitute the total blood i'olwne. The interstital fluid is that part
of the ECF that is outside the vascular s ystem, bathing the cells.
About one third of the total body water (TRW) is extracellular;
the remaining two thirds are intracellular (intracellular fluid).

(Ref. W F. Gano,,t 22i/, Edition: l'ag,- /
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Content in grams of A 70 kilogram man

	

Constituent	 i	 Ainwmt (grains)

2. Fat	 12,600(12.6kg)

3. Protein	 12,600 (12.6 kg)

4. Carbohydrate	 300

5. N 	 63

6. K	 150

7 Ca	 1,160

S. Mg	 21

	

--	
85

io. p	 670

u.S	 112

12. Fe.	 3

-.- ---------------- --t

(Ref. (3m/on & Hall- lit/i Edition. l'ai,'e 878)

Both' composition
in the ai'eraçe 70 kilogram adult iiiaie

	

Constituent
	

(3. of total both' weight

1. Protein & related substances
	

18%

2. Mineral
	 7(3

3. Fat
	

15(3

4. Water (42 litre or)
	

60%

weioht. Therefore when discussing the 'average' body fluid
conipartmenis. we should realize that variations exits, depending on

age. sex, and percentage of body tat.

(Ref Gitvion & I-/all- I li/i i'.thiio,i.' Pat0' 2921

Bod y fluid compartments
The body fluid is mainly distributed between two compartments

intracellular fluid compartment : It is the surntotal of the

fluid content of all cells of the bod y . It is about 28 liters.

2. Extracellu/ar fluid coniparrinenl : It is the fluid out side of

the cell. It is about 14 litres.

The extracellular fluid in turn is divided into the interstitial

fluid and blood plasma.

3. There is another small compartment of fluid that is referred

to as Iranscellular .tiuid. It is usually considered to be a

specialized type of extracellular fluid, although ill some

cases, its composition may differ markedly from that of

plasma or interstitial fluid. It constitutes about 1 to 2

I iters.This compartments includes fluids-

i. S y novial fluid

ii. Peritoniat fluid

iii. Pericardial fluid

iv. Intraocular fluid

v. Cerebrospinal fluid.

(Ref Gi,vioo & I/a/I lit/i Edition.- Pace 292 293)

% of total body fluid coinpar(mnent.c

a. intracellular component

of body water (28 litres or)

b. Extracel/ualr component

of body water (14 litres) 	 20%

I. 25% of the extracellular component

is in the vascular sv stem- plastna-3 litres) 05%

ii. 75 13 of the extracellular component

is in the outside of blood vessels
(Interstitial fluid)
	

15(3

(Total blood volume is about 8 17c of body weight.)

(Ref W. F. (iaiiOiig 221/i Edition,' Page I)

iii. Trcuiscellitlar fluid Ito 2 litres

This compartment includies- fluid in the synovial,

peritonial, pericardial, and intraoccular spaces, as well

as the cerebrospinal fluid.

(R(f. Gt'to,i & Hall- / lilt Edition: Page-292)

N.B. In the average 70-kilogram adult human, the total body water

is about 60 1/c of the body wei ght, or about 42 liters. This percentage

can change, depending on age, sex, and degree of obesity. As a

person grows older, the percentage of total body weight that is fluid
gradually decreases. This is due in part to the tact that aging is

usually associaed with an increased percentage of the body weight
that is fat, which ill turn decreases the percentage of water in the
body. Because women normally have more body fat than men, they

contain slightly less water tliaii mcii in proportion to their body

Total body water (42 litre or) 	 : 60(3

a. Intracellular component	 : 4017t,

of body water (28 litres or)

h. E,vtrace/loalr component	 20(3

of body water (14 litres)

i. 25(3 of the extracellular component
is in the vascular system-(pla3/na-3 litres) 	 :05%

ii. 75 1Yf- of the extraee II u Ia r component

is in the outside of blood vessels
(interstitial fluid)	 15%

(Total blood volume is about 8 1h, of body weight.)

(Ref. W. F Ganong 221/i Edition: Page 1)

iii. Transceliu/arJloid I to 2 litres
This compartment includies- fluid in the svnoi'ial,

peritonial, pericardial, and iniruoccular spaces, as

trail as the cei'ebrospi ial fluid.

(Re]: ( ;'urton lit/i Edition: Page 292)

The cell & its function

Organisation of' cells
The cell is the strLicttiral and functional unit of the living

organism. Each of the 100 trillion or more cells in a human

being is a living structure that can survive indefinitely and, in
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most instances, can even reproduce itself provided its
surrounding fluids contain appropriate nutrients.
A typical cell has two major parts- the nucleus and the
cvtoplain. The nucleus is separated from the cytoplasm by a
/iuc/ car niciulra,ic. and the cytoplasm is separated from the
Surrounding fluid by a cell nie,,ibrane, also called plasma
mein bra/ic.

(Pr!. 6,11) loll d I/all /1117 E1/i ion: I'ui.e ii, /2)

Physical structure 01' cell

The cell is not merel y a hag of fluid, enz y mes, and chemicals; it
also contains highly oreanizcd physical structures, called
intracellular organdies. Structures (?/'CC// arc folloo'ings

A. Cell membrane
13. Protoplasm

a. Nucleus
i. Nuclear membrane
ii. Nucleolus
iii. Nucleoplasm or nuclear sap
iv. Chrornatin

I. Iletcrochromatin
2. Euchromatin

b. Cytoplasm
i. organelles

1. Membranous oigan cllc.r
Mi tocond na
Endoplasiriic rcticulumn

Golgi complex
Lysosomes
Perox isomes

2. Non tnemhraiious organdies

Ri boso mes
Cen tn ol CS

Filaments
Micro fi I am cuts
Intermediate filaments

Mi crot u ho I es

ii. Inclusions
I. Secretory granules
2. Pigment granules
3. Lipid and glycogen
4. Crystals.

(Ref. Guvzon & Hall- I It/i Edition: PageI2 & others)

The specialization of the cells in the various organs is very
great, and no cell can be called 'typical' of all cells in the body.
However a number of structures (organdies) are common to
most cells.

(Ref VV P. Gaiiong 22ih Edition, Page 8)

Protoplasm

The different substances that make up the cell are collectively
called protoplasm. Protoplasm is mainly composed of five basic
substances- water, eleci,'oivtes, proteins, iipids and car/wh y -

drate.s.

NucIeoIu

Water : The
Principal	 fluid
medium of the
cell is water.
which is present
in a concentration
of between 70 to

Percent. Many
cellular chemicals
are dissolved in
water. Others are
suspended in the
water as solid
particulates. Che-
mical reactions
take place among
the dissolved
chemicals or at
the surfaces of the
S in s p e n d e d
particles	 or
membranes.

(1?. Guvion & I/al/-
lit/i Edition; Page 11)

Secretorygranules

,'.'.
Golgi
apparatus	

:	
,;;it•

Centrio l es

Rough .
endoplasmic .1

reticulum	 endoplasmic
reticulum

Nuclear envelope 	 Lipid
	 Lysosomes

droplets

CMitochondrion

2.Io,is . The most
rig: I' I. Din ç'rnin ilUilin : 1 /I\/)1,FhtIiU/ re/I in Or' ri/er as v/u	 ii ii It/I fur' (15/It ,1111rrsruJ,e. it i.i .r u ;iI, Ell IrieIl /11 1111/1111.1 1,,
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important electrolytes in the cell are K,	 PO43,
SO4 2 . 1JC0 and smaller quantities of Na, Ca, C1.

Function

i. Electrolytes provide inorganic chemicals for cellular
reactions.

ii. They are necessary for operation of some of the cellular

control mechcnism. For instances. ions acting at die cell
membrane are required for transmission of electro-
chemical impulses in nerve and muscle fibres.

Ref (Iuvto,i & flail- 11 iii Edition, Page 11)

3 Proteins : These normally constitute 10 to 20 percent of the
cell mass.
These are of two types
i. Structural proteins
ii. Functional proteins.
$tructui-a/ proteins They are polymers of man y protein
molecules, present in the cell mainly in the form of long thin

filaments. The most prominent use of such intracellular
filaments is to provide the contractile mechenism of all
muscles. Filaments, however are also organised into
microtubule that provide the cvto-.ckeleton.r of such
organdIes as cillia, nerve axons & the mitotic spindles of
mitosing cells. Extracellularly fibrillar proteins are found

specially in the collagen and elastin fibres of connective
tissue, blood vessels, tendons, li gaments & so forth.

Globular proteins Composed of individual protein
molecules or at most. combination of a few molecules in a
globular form rather than a fibrillar form. These are mainly
enzymes of the cell & in contrast to the fibrillar proteins are
often soluble in the cell fluid or integral parts of or adherent
to membranous structures inside the cell.

(Ref. Guvion & hail- ill/i Edition: Page 11)

4. Lipids : Lipids are several types of substances that are
grouped together because of their common properties of
being soluble in fat solvents. The most important lipids in
most cells are phospliolipids and cholesterol, which together
constitute about 2 per cent of the total cell mass. The special
importance of phospholipids and cholesterol is that they are
mainly insoluble in water and, therefore are used to form

cell membrane as well as intra cellular membranous harriers
that separate the different cell compartments.

In addition to phospholipids and cholesterol, some cells
contains large quantities of triglycerides, also called neutral

fat. In the so-called fat cells, triglycerides often account for
as much as 95 per cent of the cell mass. The fat stored in

this cells represents the body's main storehouse of energy-
nutrient that can later be dissoluted and used for energy
wherever in the body it is needed.

(Ref: (iuytoii & flail- 11rh Edition, Page 12)

5. Carbohydrates : Carbohydrates have little structural

lunction in the cell except as part of glycoprotein molecules

but they play a major role in nutrition of the cell. A small
amount of carbohydrate is virtually always  stored in the
cells in the form of gh'cogen and can be used rapidly to
supply the cells energy needs. Carbohydrate in the form of
dissolved glucose is always present in the surrounding

extracellular fluid, so that it is easily available to the cell. It
is averaging 1 17c, of total cell mass. As much as 3 in
muscles & 6C/ in liver cells.

(Ref. Guvioii & hail- I/i/i L(firion: Page 12)

Physical structure of the cell

The cell is not merely a hag of fluid, enz y mes, and chemicals it
also contains highly organized physical structures, man y of
which are called organelles. The physical nature of each
structure is equally as important to the function of the cell as the
cell's chemical constituents. For instance, without one of the
organelles. the ,nitocliondr'a, more than 95 per cent of the cells
energy supply would cease immeditely.

Menibranous structures of the cell
Essentially almost all the organelles of the cell are lined by
membranes. These membranes include-
1. Cell membrane

2. Nuclear membrane
3. Membrane of the endoplasmic reticulum.
4. Membrane of the mitochondria
5. Membrane of the lysosomes
6. Membrane of the Golgi apparatus.

The lipids of' the membranes provide a barrier that prevents
movements of water and water soluble substances from one cell
compartment to the other because the water is not soluble in the
lipids.

(Ref. (;uuton & 1/all- lit/i Edition,- Page 12)

Cell membrane
The cell membrane, which envelops the cell, is a thin, pliable,
elastic structure.

Thickness 7.5 to ID nanometers.

Composition : It is composed almost entirely of proteins and

lipids. The approximate composition is-

1. Protein	 : 55%

2. Lipid	 42

a. Phospholipids	 25%

b. Cholesterol	 :	 13%

c. Others lipids	 : 4%

5. Carbohydrates	 3%

(Ref Guvton & Hail- I 11 Edition,- Page 12)

Structure of cell membrane
Its basic structure is a lipid bilayer interposed with large
globular protein molecules.

a. Lipid ofthe cell membrane Composed almost entirely of
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phospholipids and cholesterol (lipid in nature). One part of
the phosphohpid and cholesterol is soluble in water, that is,
/ivdrophi/ic. whereas the other part is soluble only in fat,
that is, h y drophobic. The phosphate radicle of the
phospholipid is hydrophilic and the fatt y acid radicles are
hydrophobic.

Fig: 1-2. Biological iiic'nh,a,€c'. 1 /€e pho€p/ialipid ,,,o/c'citle€ each /101/' (1%))

four acid liauu. (ira iv luic ) atio€/uec/ to a pluopliale 1€ rail (openri/i/c').
Proieu,,.€ arc v//Oil/C as 'rru'çu/ar €aiaurrd glljbulei. Moor are integral
prorcm.i,peat c'ln i, u/ac/i c.vt'ni/ u/irauc3i (a nie,nbra,u'. but pc'rlplic'r al protein.i are
attached to i/u' inside (hot i/iou',,) and onl.',ide 0/i/ic flhc'!n/)/'a/ic', .uoiileiae.€ by
glvcosi'/p/io.vp/iati -dvluuosital (GPI) iou/wi.

The lipid layer in the middle of the membrane is
impermeable to the usual water-soluble substances, such as
ions, glucose, and urea. Conversely, fat-soluble substances,
such as oxygen, carbon dioxide, alcohol, can penetrate this
portion ol' the membrane with ease.

A special feature of the lipid hi/aver is that it is a fluid and
not a solid. Thercl'ore, portions of the membrane can
literally flow from one point to another along the surface of
the membrane. Proteins or other substnces dissolved or
floating in the lipid bilayer diffuse to all areas of the cell
membrane.
The cholesterol in the cell membrane mainly help to
determine the degree of permeability of the bilayer to water
soluble constituents of the body fluids. The cholesterol also
controls much of the fluidity of the membrane as well.

(Ref (Inv:on & I-Jail- I 11 Edition: Page 12, 13)

b. The cell membrane protei;i.r : These are membrane proteins,
most of which are glycoproteins. The cell membrane
proteins are of two types

i. integral proteins : Many of the integral proteins
provides structural channels (or poles) through which
water soluble substances speciall y ions, can diffuse
between the extracellular and intracellular fluid. These
/)rOtei/i channels also have selective properties that allow
preferential diffusion of some substances more than
others.

Others of the integral proteins act as carrier proteins for

transporting substances that otherwise could not
penetrate the lipid bilayer. Some times these even
transport substances in the direction opposite to their
natural direction of diffusion. which is called 'active
transport. Still others acts as enzymes.

o. Peripheral proteins : The peripherals proteins occur
mainly on the inside of the membrane, and they offen are
attached to one of the integral proteins. These peripheral
proteins function almost entirely as enzymes or as other
t ypes of controllers of intracellular function.

(Ref Gio'ton & I-/all- / It/i Edition: P(,?e 13)

Functions of the ,nenth, -ane proteins

1. Some are cell adhesion molecules that anchors cells to
their neighbors or to basal lamina.

2. There are proteins that function as pumps, actively
transporting ions across the membrane.

3. Some proteins function as carriers, transporting
substances down electrochemical gradient by facilitated
diffusion.

4. Still others are ions c.'hte,ine/s, which, when activated,
permit the passage of ions into or out Of the cell.

5. Proteins in another group function as receptors that bind
neurotransmitters and hormones, initiating physiological
Changes inside the cell,

6. Proteins also function as enzymes, catalyzing reactions
at the surfaces of the membrane.

7. Some glycoproteins function in antibody processing amid
thsiinguishing self from nonself.

(Ref. Gatiouig 2211i Edition: Page-9,10)

C. Membrane carbolivi/rate : Membrane carbohydrate occur
almost invariably in combination with proteins or lipids in
the form of glycoproteins or glyeolipids. In tact most of the
integral proteins are glycoproteins and about one tenth of the
membrane lipid molecLiles are glycolipids. The 'glyco'
portions of these molecules almost invariabl y protude to the
outside of the cell, dangling outward from the cell surface.
Many other carbohydrate compounds, called proieoglvcamis,
which are mainly carbohydrate substances bound to small
protein cores, often are loosely attached to the outer surface
of the cell as well. Thus, the entire outside surface of the cell
often has a loose carboh ydrate coat called the glvcoca/v,u,.

The carhohvd,'atc moieties attached to the outer surface of
the cell have several important functions

Many of them are electrically ne g ativel y charged, which
gives most cells an over all negatively surface charge
that repels other negative objects.

2. The glycocalyx of some cells attaches to the glycocalyx
of other cells, thus attaching cell one to another.

3. Many of the carbohydrates act as i'eceptor substances for
bindin g hormones such as insulin, and when hound, this
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combination activates attached internal proteins that in
turn activate a cascade of intercellular enzymes.

4. Some carbohydrate moieties enter into i in in u lie
reactions.

(R(f: (iivfon & iii/- 11th  Ecliijoii; Pages 14)

Membrane transport proteins
Membrane permeability & membrane tranvpn;'t peale/n.y
Small, nonpolar molecules- including 0, and N, and small
uncharged Polar molecules such as CO ., diffuse across the lipid
membranes of cells. however, the membranes have ver y limited
permcahi Ii ty to other substances. Instead, the y cross the
membranes b y endoc tosis and exoc y tosis and by passage
through highly specific transport proteins. transmcmbraiie
proteins that form channels for ions or transport substances such
as glucose. L11-ea, and amino acids.
i. .Aquaporin.c : The limited permeability applies even to

water, with simple diffusion being supplemented throughout
the body with various water channels (aquaporiis).

ii. Simple aqueous ion channels- : Some transport proteins are
simple aqueous ion channels, thOLIUll many of these have
special features that make them effective for a given
substance such as Ca ' or, in the case of aquaporins, for
water.

iii. Gated and coutin tiouslv open channels Some of the
transport proteins are continuousl y open and some are gated
me, they have gates that open or close.
a. Voltage-gored ' Arc gated by alterations in mciii branc

potential. A typical voltage-gated channel is the Na"
channel.

b. Li,çand-gated : Are opened or closed when they hind a
ligand. A typical ligand-gatcd channel is the
acet y lcholine receptor.
The ligand is often external. eg , a neurotransmitter or a
hormone. However, it can also he internal-, intracellular
Ca1 ', cAM!', lipids, or one of the G proteins produced in
cells can bind directl y to channels and activate them.

iv. Mecliwwsensirii'e channels Some channels are also opened
by mechanical stretch, and these mechanosensi tive channels
play an important role in cell movement.

v. Carriers This transport proteins hind ions and other
molecules and then change their configuration, moving the
bound molecule from one side of the cell membrane to the
other. Molecules move from areas of high concentration to
areas of low concentration (down their chemical gradient),
and cations move to negatively charged areas whereas
anions move to positively charged areas (down their
electrical gradient).

Facilitated d (ffusion When carrier proteins move
substances in the direction of their chemical or electrical
gradients, no energy input is required and the process is
called facilitated diffusion. A typical example is glucose
transport by the glucose transporter, which moves glucose
down its coricent ration gradient from the FCF to the
Cytoplasm of cell.

Acme truispo;'t : This carriers transport substances against
their electrical and chemical gradients. ']'his form of
transport requires eilergy and is called active transport. In
animal cells, the energy is provided al most exclusively by
h y drol y sis of AT]'. Not surprisingly, therefore, the carrier
molecules are ATPases, enzymes that catalyze the
hydrolysis of ATP. One of these ATI'ases is sodium
p011i.S.V/u/)i-tiCfo'ate(l adenosijic (/' ipliosp/lamas(' ( Na - K I

A'J.Pase ). which is also known as the Na-K 4 pump. 'l'hem'c
are also Il-K' AT1'ases iii the gastric mucosa and the renal
tubules ('a" ATPasc pumps Ca'' out Of cells. Proton
ATPascs acidif y many intracellular oreanelles, including
parts of the (olgi complex and lysosomes. F-i\TPases are
present in mitochondria and synthesize ATP. Some cell
membranes contain A1'Pascs that transport Ca'

vi. (!niporr.r:S ome of the transport proteins are called uniports,
because they transport onl y one substance.

vii. 5m'mnperis:lransport reqiures the binding of more than one
substance to the transport protein and the suhstanccs are
transported across the membrane together. An example is
the symport in the intestinal mucosa that is responsible for
the cotranspom't by facilitated diffusion of' Na" and glucose
from the intestinal lumen into mucosal cells.

viii. iIntiporrs : They exchange one substance for another. The
Na" -K" ATPase is a typical antiport; it moves three Na' out
or the cell in exchange for each two K that it moves Into
the cell,

(Re J. Ga,io,i,,' 22i/i y'iIiiio,i. Page30, 31. 32)

Cytoplasm & its organelles

Cytoplsm
The cytoplasm is filled with both minute antI large dispersed
particles and organdIes, ranging in size from a few nanometei's
to many micrometers. Clear fluid portion of cytoplasm in which
the particles are dispersed is called cvtosol; this contains mainly
dissolved proteins, electrolytes and glucose.

Dispersed in the cytoplasm are nutral fat globules, glycogen
granules, ribosomes, secretory vesicles & five specially
important organelles- the endoplasnuc )'etici/llt/u, the Golgi
apparatus, mitochondria, lvsosonies and peroxmsome.s.

(Rf Guvmnim & Hall- I/ ih  Eclilion: page 14. 15)

Functions of cytoplasm

1. J'vleiahohc /il,iction: Resulting in the synthesis of essential
compounds for body growth and liberation of energy.

2. Special functions

I. Irritability Ability to respond stimuli.mull.
ii. Conductivit y : conducting an electrical disturbance in the

form oh impulse.
iii. Contractilit y : Shortening or increasing the tension in

response to stimulus.   

Cell Organelles
The cell is not merel y a hag of ffutd, enzyms, and chemicals; it



also contains highly organized physical structures. many of
which arc called cell organdies.

The physical nature of each of these is equally as important to
the function of the cell as the cell's chemical constituents. For
instance, without one of the organdies, the mitochon-dria, more

than 95 percent of the energy supply of the cell would cease

i mmcd iatc ly.

Fie on pu/ian! cell uri'anclles are
I Endoplasmic reticulum

2. Golgi apparatus

3. Mitochondria

4. Lysosomes

5. Peroxisomes.

(Ref Guvton & i-Ia/I 11th edition: Page- 14 * 15 & others)

Eiidoplasniic Reticuluni
These are the network of tubular and flat vesicular structures

present in the cytoplasm. The tubules and vesicles inter-connect
with one another.

Structure The walls of the endoplasmic reticuluin;) are

constructed of lipid bilayer membranes that contains large
amounts of proteins, similar to the cell membrane. The total
surface area of this structure in some cells- the liver cells, for

instance- call as much as 30 to 40 times as great as the cell

membrane area.

The space inside the tubules and vesicles is filled with

endoplasmic niafrix. a watery fluid medium that is different

from the fluid in the cytosal outside the endoplasmic

reticulumn.

Types

i. Granular endoplasmic ref/cu/mu Outersurfaee is covered

with ribosomes.
Function : Synthesis of protein in the cell.

ii. /up-a;iu/ar endopfasniic reticulum : Outer surface is devoid

of ribosome.
Function Synthesis of lipid substances and in many other

enzymatic processes of the cell.

Proteln- ,•.	 LI. Lysosomes

formation

L:

Secretorycretory
esicles

Transport
vesictes 7S 	 •

Glycosylation
_—Lj ----'

Granular	 Smooth	 ... Golgi
endoplasmic endoplasmic apparatus

reticulum	 reclum .	 ..

)(5	 1 -3. H/i/)1UhiDfl V/f prairi)I V. l it) i/tv, (o)(t t ell It h I r  1('.V 1 /CY IV I/iC
('11dopleumic ref hU/infl (Ui/I ( U)/ I (i/)U)fl (U V.

'un ctioi is of cadop/asmic ret iculuni
i. S y nthesis of protein in the cell- by granular endoplasmic

reticulum.

ii. Agranular enc/oplasmic reticulum Synthesis of lipid
substances and in many other enzymatic processes of the

cell.

Of/icr significant function of the endoplasniic reticulumn,
especial/v the smooth reticulwnn, incliude the follouuig
iii. It provides the enz y mes that control glycogen breakdown

when glycogen is to he used for energy.
iv. It provides a vast number of enzymes that are capable of

detoxifying substances such as drugs that might damage the
cell. It achives detoxification by coagulation, oxidation,
hydrolysis, conjugation with glucuronic acid, or in other

ways.
(Ref. Guvion & hail- 111/i page-/S & 20)

Ribosome
Ribosomes are minute granular particles measure approximately
22 by 32 nm.

Structure The ribosomes are complex structures, containing

man y different proteins and at least three ribosomal RNAs.

irpe:
1. Free ribosomes

2. R ihosomes attached with endoplasmic reticulum.

Function
a. Free rthosoines

i. Synthesize cytoplasm proteins such as hemoglobin.

ii. Synthesize proteins found in peroxisomes and

mitochondria-

b. Ribosomes attached with endoplasmic ret iculuinn
i. Synthesize all transmernbrane proteins.

ii. Synthesize most secreted proteins.

iii. S y nthesize most proteins that are stored in the Golgi

apparatus, lysosomes, and endosomes.

(R(f: Guvion & Hall- I/i/i Edi, P-IS; Ganong 22r1i Edi, P-18)

Golgi Apparatus
It usually is composed of four or more stacked layers of thin,
flat enclosed vesicles lying near one side of the nucleus It is

closely related to the endoplasmic retieulumn. The walls are
constructed of lipid bi layer membranes that contains large
amounts of proteins.

This apparatus is prominent in secretory. cells; where it is

located on the side of the cell from which the secretory

substances are extruded.

(Ref Guvion & hail- i/i/i Edition; Page-IS)
Function
The Ga lgi apparatus functions in association with the
cndoplasn]ic reticulum.

i. Substances transported from the endoplasniic rcticLllum to
the ('ralgi apparatus are then processed in the Golgi



Ahvdrolytic enzyme is capable of splitting an organic
compound.

Ordinarily, the mc in bra ne surrounding the I sosorne
prevents the enclosed hydrolytic enz y mes from coming in
contact with other substances in the cell and, therefore,
prevents their digestive actions.

Some of the eiizv;nes found ill lvsosonies and Me cc/I

cuuuupo,ienls 1/ia! al  timr'uu substrate

Eui:vine .Sub.st rate

Rihonuclease
Deox irthonuclease

Phosphatase
0 lye osi dases

Ar y Is u I fa ta ses
Collagenase

CatheDsins

RNA
DNA
Phosphate esters

Complex carbohydratcs
glycosides polysaccharides

Sulfate esters
Proteins
Proteins
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apparatus to form lysosornes, secretory vesicics, or other
cytoplasmic components.

It is associated with transmission of secretory products.

Intracellular vesicles formed b y the (ialgi apparatus
replenishes the membranes.

Iv It has the capability ot s y nd esizing certain carbhydrates that
can not he formed in the endoplasmic reticulum i.e
livaluron ic acid and c/i onciro/tin vu (fur'.

(Ref. Gu yton & I-IaIl 1/il? Edition: Page-15 & 21)

Functions of the hva/uronic acid and c/iondroiiin sit//ate
a. They are the major components of proteoglycans

secreted in mucus and other glandular serretions.

b. They are the major components of' the ground substance
in the interstitial SpLICCS, acting as litter between collagen
fibers and cells.

c. They are principle components of the organic matrix in
hot Ii ca it i I ag 	 ne and boric.

Ts'pes of iesiclesfornued h' i/ic Golgi apparatus
i. Secretory vesicles
ii. l.ysosomes.

Mechanism of transnhi.ssioui of secretor y products .' As
substances are formed in the endoplasmic reticulum, especially
the proteins they are transported through file tubules towards
the portions of smooth endoplamic reticulum that lie near.st the

Golgi apparatus. At this point, small transport vesicles
composed of small envelopes of smooth endoplasmic reticulum
continually breaks away and diffuse to the deepest lover of
Golgi apparatus. Inside the vesicles are the synthesized proteins
and other products from the endoplasmic reticulum.

The transport vesicles instantly fuse with the (Jalgi apparatus
and empty their contained substances into the vesicular spaces
of Golgi apparatus. Here, additional carboh y drate moiety are
added to the Secretions. Also, a most important function of the
Gal gi apparatus is to compact the endoplas m i c reticulum
secretions into highly concentrated packets. As the secretion

pass towards the outermost layers of the Golgi apparatus. the
compaction and processing proceed. Finally both small and
lar ge vesicles continually break away from the Golgi apparatus,
carrying with them the compacted secretory substances, and the
vesicles diffuse throughout the cell.

(Ref Git ylon & Hall- I li/i Miuuni: Page-21,22)

Lysosome
Lysosomes are vesicular organdIes that form by breaking off

from the Golgi apparatus and then dispersing throughout the
cytop I asom.

a. Diameter : The lysosome is quite different in different types

of cells, but it usually is 250 to 750 nanometers in diameter.

h.Struciure : It is surrounded by a typical lipid hilayer

membrane and is filled with large numbers of small granules
5 to 8 nanometers in diameter, which are protein aggregates

of as many as 40 different hydrolase ( digestive) enzymes.

In certain genetic disorders of the body, some of the usual
digestive enzymes are missing from the lysosonies. especially
enzymes that are required to digest lipid aggregates or glycogen
granLiles. In such instances, extreme quantities of lipids or
g lco g en ol'ten accumulate in the cells of many organs.
especially in the liver, and lead to early death of the person.

Fiuiction 0.1 iysosouue
I. I .ysosomes provide an intracellular digestive s y stem that

allows the cell to digest within itself-

a. Damaged cellular structures.

h. Food particles that have been ingested by the cell.

c. Unwanted matter such as bacteria.

2. Regression of tissues : Tissues of the body often regress to
smaller size. For instance, this occurs in the uterus after
pregnancy, in muscles during long periods of inactivity. and

in mammar y glands at the end cu' lactation. I.ysosomcs are
responsible for much of this regrssion. The mechenism by
which lack of activity in a tissue causes the lysosomes to
increase their activity is unknown.

3. Removal of damaged cells or damaged portions of cclI.c

front tissues- /tutolysis of cells : Removal of damaged cells
or damaged portions of cells from tissues- cells dama ged by
heat, cold, trauma, chemicals, or any other factor is another

special role of the lysosomes.

Damage to the cell causes lysosomes to rupture. The

hydrolases begin immediately to digest the surrounding

organic substances.

i.	 If the damage is slight, only a portion of the cell is

removed, followed by repair of the cell.

ii. if the damage is severe, the enter cell is digested. a
process called autolysis. In this way. the cell is

completely removed, and a new cell of the same type

ordinarily is formed by nlitot mc reproduction of an

adjacent cell to take the place of the old one.
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4. The lysosomes also contain bactericidal agents that can kill
phaeocytizcd bacteria before they can cause cellular
damage. These agents include Ivsozvine that dissolves the
bacterial cell membrane, l'sofrrriii that hinds iron and other
metals that are essential for bacterial growth, and acid at a

p1-I of about 5.0 that activates the hydrolases and inactivates
some of the bacterial metabolic systems.

(Ri. (;io'ton I Ith i'd: P JO, 20: (Innooc' 221/i i'd, I'a ,ç'e- H. 1))

Peroxisonwss

Peroxisoines are similar physically to lvsosomes. They are
believed io be formed by self-replication (perhaps b y budding
oft' from the smooth cndoplasniic reticulum). They contain
ox idases.

Function : Several of the oxidases are capable of combining
oxygen with hydrogen ions from different intracellular
chemicals to form h ydrogen peroxide (1-120 2 ) . The hydrogen
peroxide in turn is itself a highly oxidizing substance, and this is
used in association 4th catulase, another oxidase enzyme
present in large quantitis in peroxisomes, to oxidize many
substances that might otherwise he poisonous to the cell. For

instance, about half the alcohol a person drinks is detoxified by
the peroxisomes of the liver cells in this manner.

(P(' Govton huh Hi/? Edition: Page-16)

Difference between l ysosonies and peroxisomes

L,t'sosomes	 Peroxiso,nes

I They are formed by breaking 	 1.The y are formed by
off from the Galgi apparatus. .	 budding off from the

smooth endoplasm
reticulum.

2. They contain h ydrolases.	 '.).They contain oxidases.

(Ref Guvion & 1!a// lit/i Edition: Page-JO)

Secretory Vesicles
One of the important l'unctions of man y cells is secretion of
special substances. Almost all such secretory substances are
formed by the endoplasmic reticulum-Golgi apparatus system

and are then released from the Golgi apparatus into the
cytoplasm in the form of storage vesicles called secretory
vesicles or secretory granules.

Example ln pancreatic acinar cells, secretory vesicles store
protein pro-enz y mes (enzymes that are not activated). The pro-
enzymes are secreted latter through the outer cell membrane
into the pancreatic duct and thence into the duodenum, where
they become' activated and perform digestive functions on the
food in the intestinal tract.

(Ref. ()nvton & I/a/i- Hill Edition: Page JO)

Mitochondria

The mitochondria are the powerhouse of the cell. Total number
per cell varies from less than one hundred upto several
thousand. It is variable in size and shape, some are only a few

hundred nanometers in diameter and globular in shape, where as

others are as large as 1 micrometer in clianieter, as long as 7
micrometers and branching or filamentous iii shape.

The basic structure of the mitochondrion is composed mainly of
two lipid hi/aver - protein membranes : an outer membrane and
an inner membrane. Many intolding of the inner membrane
form shelves called cristae on to which oxidative enzymes are
attached. In addition, the inner cavity of the mitochondrion is
I illed with a matrix containing large quantities of dissolved
enzymes.

Mitochondria are sell' replicati ye. that means one niitochondrion
can form a second one, a third one and so on, whenever there is
need in the cell for increased amounts of A1'I'.

J'u,ictioji

The enzymes of the mitochondria cause oxidation of the
nutrients (carbohydrate, protein, and tat). thereby forming
carbon dioxide & water and liberate energy. The liberated
energy is used to synthesize a high energy substance called
adenosine triphosphate (ATP).

ATP is then transported out of the mitochondrion and it
diffuses throughout the cell to release its energy wherever it
is needed for performing cellular function.

ii. Mitochondria contain deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) that
controls replication of the cell.

(Ret: Gu yto,i & Hall lit/i Edi,io,i: Pa'- /6,17)

'V. B. Sperms contributc few, if an y . mitochondria to the zygote: so the
mitochondria conic almost entirely from the ovum and their inheritance
IS almost exciusi 'cly maternal.

(Re]: Ganong 22t1i Edition: Page , - I/)

Nucleus

The nucleus is the control center of the cell. It is concerned with
the control of constructive and functional activities of the cell.
The shape. size and number of nucleus vary with different
types of' cells.

During interplmase a nucleus consists of -

i. Nuclear tnenibrane : Under electron microscope, the
nuclear membrane, a nuclear envelope is seen to-consist of

two layers and separates it from the surrounding cytoplasm.
Each membrane layer is 70-80 A thick. The nuclear

evnelope is penetrated by several thousand nuclear pores.

The pore is about 9 nanometers in diameter.

o. Nucleopiasm .' Also called nuclear sap or karyolymph. It is a
viscid material more viscid than the cytoplasm which fills
the space bound by the nuclear membrane.

iii. Nucleoli (plasnmosomes) : The nuclei of most cells contain
one or more lightly staining structures called nucleoli. It is
not bound by membrane.

iv. C/mronmatiii çrcumu/e.r .' These are the small granular element
found within the nucleoplasm, which show intense staining
reaction with basic coal tar dyes.

(Ref Guvto,m & I/a/I- I/i/i Edition: Page-17. 18 & others)

liumction oJimucleus
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I. It is the dynamic centre of life as it controls nutritive and
respiratory acti vites of the cells.

i ,/1t influences growth and initiates divisions or reproduction
cell.

I /I
The DNA molecules of NLlcleus act as regulator of synthesis
1)1 enzyme protein or proteins in the cytoplasm.

iv. The DNA also inherit the character to the ofispri ng through
genes.

N.B. Nucleus contains chromatin (DNA molecules): chromatin
becomes chromosome during cell division; chromatin contains genes.

No centriole no mitosis. Vincristin (anticancer drug) acts by poison.-
spindles and sloping mitosis: no mitosis possible in neurons.
DNA synthesizes RNA and RNA molecules stay in the cytoplasm,
hanging from the endoplasmic reticulam as rihosonics or free in
cytosol (free rihosomes).

There may be nucicolie in the nucleus where there is plenty of RNA
molecules, otherwise RNA molecules found mainly in the cytoplasm.

Cytoskeleton
Dejinuwn : Cytoskeleton is a system of fibers that not only
maintains the structure of the cell but also permits it to change
shape and move.

All cell have cytoskeleton. The cytoskeleton is made tip

primarily of m ic rotuh tiles. i nte rmecl i ate filaments, and
microfilaments, along with proteins that anchor them, tie them

together, and in the case of microtubules and microfilaments
move along them.

a. Microlubitles : M icrotuhules are long, hollow structures
with 5 nm walls surroundin g a cavity 15 nm in diameter.
They are made up Of two globular protein subunits, alpha

and beta tubulin. A third subunit, delta tuhulin, is associated
with the production of niicrotuhules by the centrosomes.

Microtuhules are a dynamic portion of the cell skeleton,
because of their constant assembly and cliassembly.

Function of nmicrotubules
i. They provide the tracks for transport of vesicles,

organdIes such as secretory granules, and mitochondria
from one part of the cell to another.

Microtubules can transport in both directions, and
indeed, the same microtubule has been transporting two
particles in opposite directions.

ii. They form the spindle, which moves the chromosomes
in mitosis.

Applied : Microtubules assemly is prevented by colchicine
and vinblastine. The anticancer drug paclitaxel (Ta.vol) hinds
to microtuhules and makes them so stable that organdIes
cannot move and mitotic spindles cannot form, leading to
cell death.

b. lnlerinediatefila,izeizts : Intermediate filaments are 8-14 rim
in diameter and are made up of various sub-units.

Some of these filaments connect the nuclear membrane to

the cell membrane. They appear to he part of the
cytoskeleton, but their exact function is not known.

c. MicroJ'ilainenls : Microfilaments are long solid fibers 4-6
tim in diameter. They are made up of actin. Actin and its
mRNA are present in all types of cells. It is the most
abudant protein in mammalian cells, sometimes accounting
for as much as 15% , of the total protein in the cell. Actin by
its I nteraclion with myosin brings about contraction of
muscle.

(Ref C;toton c( /ici/f- Ill/i Ec/jo,i	 ui/iCr',)

Centrosonies
Near the nucleus in the cy[oplasm of eukaryotic animal cells is
a ccntrosome. The centrosome is made up of two centrioles and

surrounding amorphous pericentriolar material.The centrioles
are short cylinders located near the nucleus, and they are

arranged so that they are at right angles to each other.
Microtubules in groups of three run longitudinally in the walls
of each centriole. There are nine of these triplets spaced at
i-egulLir intervals aroLind the circumference.

The centrosomes are microtubule-organizing centers (MIOCs)
that contain gama tubulin. The microtubules grow out of this
gama tuhulin in the pericentriolar material. When a cell divides,
the cetrosomes duplicate themselves, and the pairs move apart
to form the poles of the mitotic spindle, which is made up of

microtubules, in muhtinucleate cells, there is a centrosome near
each nucleus.

Cell adhesion molecules
Cells are attached to the basal lamina and to each other b y cell
acilme.rion molecules (CAMs) that are prominent parts of the
intercellular connections.

These adhesion proteins have attracted great attention in recent
years because the y are iiii I in embryonic dc velopinen I and
formation the nervous system and other tissues, in holding
tissues together in adults, in inflammation and wound healing,
and in the metastasis of tumours.

Many lass through the cell membrane and are anchored to the
cyto- skeleton inside the cell. Some bind to like molecules on

the other cells (homophilic binding) , where as others bind to
other molecules (hetero philic binding). Many binds to laminas,
a famil y of large cross-shape molecules with multiple receptor
domains in the extracellular matrix.

'Types of cell adhesion inoleculc.v

1. Integi'ins, heterodimers that bind to various receptors.

2. Adhesion molecules of the lgG superfamil y of
wo;munoglohiulin.s, some of which bind to other molecules
and some of which bind homophilically.

3. Cadhiermns. Ca l I dependent molecules that mediate cellto-
cell adhesion by homophilic reactions.

4. Se!ectins, which have lectin like domains that bind
carbohydrates.

The cell adhesion molecule not only fasten cells to their

neighbour- they also transmit signals into and out of the cell.

(Rrf. Ganoni,' 721/i ethimun; P(ii,'eJ.s, 1(i)
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Intercellular Connections

Two tip e.v o_f.l no tO ons:

i. light junction or Zoiuila otdiulens: Junction that fasten the
cells to one another and surroundi no tissues.

ii. Desniosome and zonula ad/wrens: Holds cells together.

iii. Heniu/csinosonie and focal : Attach cells to their basal

lam ma.

W. Gap junction : Junctions that permit transfer of ions and

other molecules from one cell to another.

Tight junction : It sorrounds the apical margins 01 the cells in

epithelia such as the
intestinal rnucnsa, the
walls of the renal tubules,

and the choroid plexus.

The y are made up of

ridges half from one cell
and half from the other

which adhere so strongly	 . .

at cell junctions that they
almost obliterate the space

o

iid2cs

	 the cells.

UP 01' fl' fl
Gap Junction At gap
Junctions, the intercellular
space narrows from 25 nm

to 3 urn. Each cells are
lined up with one another.

When lined up with the

channel	 in	 the

corresponding connexon in
the adjacent cell, permits substances to ISS between the cells

without entering the ECF. The diameter of the channel is
normally about 2 nm, which permits the passage of ions, sugars,

amino acids, and other solutes with the molecular weight upto

1000. Gap .1 unctions thus lam it the rapid propagation of

electrical activity fiomn cell to cell and the exchange of various

chemical messengers.
(Ref. Ganont.' 22th Edition, /age- 17)

Q . 01. What do you mean by intercellular communications?

Ans. Intercel/itlar communication : Cells communicate with
each other via chemical messengers. Within a given tissue,

some messengers move from cell to cell via cap junctions

without entering the FCF.

The chemical messengers include amities, amino acids, steroids,
polypeptides. and in some instances lipids. purine nucleotides,
and pyrimidine nucleotides. It is worth noting that in various

parts of the body, the same chemical messenger can 'unction as

a neurotransmitter, a paracrine mediator, a hormone secreted by
neurons into the blood (neural hormone), and a hormone
secreted by g land cells into the blood,

/ V/ui	 'l'hcrc arc three general types of intercellular

communication mediated by messengers in the ECF
i. Actual communication : In which neurotrans- mi tters are

released at synaptic Junctions from nerve cells and act across
a narrow synaptic cleft on a postsynaptic cell.

ii. Lndoc.rme communicat a : In which hormones and growth
factors reach cells via the circulating blood.

iii. J'arac,'we coinnnnucal:on : In which the products of cells
diffuse in the EUF to affect neighboring cells that may be
some distance away.

Autocrine communication : In addition, cells secrete chemical

messengers that in some situations bind to receptors on the
same cell. ie , the cell that secreted

the messenger (autocrine

Communication).
Juxtacrine communication : Ali

;,Tight	 additional form of i ni creel I LII ar
junction	 .	 .
(zonula	 communication is called juxtacri ne
occiudens)	 communication.

(G,r,,u,nt 22t/1 L/tnni. J)(t.!tt' _ 4 6. 31)

Presynaptic
membrane	 4 nm

Gap

(exitaceiiutar	 12 n
Space)	

17
Posisynapiic 	 5 flrflmembrane

tonnaxoi'
)the gap junction unit)

tnt I 4. birercellielar ('onuectiwi V

Functional systems of the cell

A. Ingestion by the cell- Endocytosis : if. a cell is to live and

grow and reproduce, it must obtain nutrients and other
substances from the surrounding fluids. Most sLibstances

pass through the cell membrane by dhjttision and active

transpoti.

Diffusion means simple movement through the membrane

caused by random motion of the molecules of the
substances, moving either through cell membrane pores or,

in the case of lipid soluble substances, through the lipid
matrix of the membrane.

Active transport means actual carrying of a substance
through the membrane by a physical protein structure that

penetrates all the way through the membrane.

Very large particles enter the cell by a specialized function
of the cell membrane called endocvto.vis. The principle

forms of endocytosis are pinocvtosis and phagocytosis.

(R(f. Guvion & hail- 1/i/i Edition: Page-19)

a. Pinocytosis : Pinocvtosis means the ingestion of

extremely small g lobules of extracellular fluid, forming

minute vesicles in the cell cytoplasm.

Zonula
adherens

Desmosomes

Gap
junctions

- Hemidosmosome
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Pinocytosis OCCLJLS continually at the cell membranes of
most cells but specially rapidly in some cells. For
instance, it occurs so rapidly in macrophages that about
3 per cent of the total macrophage membrane is engulfed
in the form of vesicles each minute. liven so, the
p1 nocytic vcsicles are So small- usually only 100 to 200
nanometer in diameter- that most of them can be seen
with the electron microscope.
Pinocytosis is the only means by which most large
macromolecules, such as most protein molecule, can
enter cells. In fact the rate at which pi rioc y tic vesicles
form usually is enhanced when such macromolecules
attach to the cell membrane.

Mecheimisni

1. Small glohules of extracellular fluid such as protein
molecules attaching to the cell membrane.

2. These molecules usually attach to specialized protein
receptors on the surface of the membrane that are
specific for the type of protein that is to be absorbed

3. The receptors generally are concentrated in small pits
on the oLiter surface of the cell membrane, called
coated pits.

4. On the inside of the cell membrane beneath this pits
is a laticework of fibrillar protein called clathrin as
well as other proteins, perhaps including contractile
filaments of act in and myosin.

5. Once the protein molecules have hound with the
receptors, the surface properties of the cell
membrane change in such a way that the enter pit
inva g inatcs inward and fibrillar proteins surrounding
pit cause its borders to close over the attached
proteins as well as over a small amount of
extracellular fluid.

6. Immediately thereafter, the invaginaed portion of the
membrane breaks away from the surface of the cell,
lorming a piiioevtic vesicles inside the cytoplasm of
the cell.

Requirements
This process requires energy from within the cell
this is supplied by ATP.

2. It also tequries the presence of calcium ions in the
extracellular fluid, wich probably react with
contractile protein filaments beneath the coated pits
to provide the force for pinching the vesicles away
from the cell membrane.

(Ret : Gi'ion & I-/all- /lilt Edition; Pa('• 19)

b. Phagocylosis Phagocytosis means ingestion of large
particles, such as bacteria, cells, and portions of
degerating tissue.

Only certain cells have the capability of phagocytosis,
most notably the tissue macrophages and some of the
white blood cells.

Mechenisni : Phacocytosis is initiated when a particle
such as a bacterium, a dead cell, or tissue dchries hinds
with receptors on the suface of' the phagocyte. In the
Case of bacteria, each bacterium is usually is already
attached to it specific antibody. and it is the antibody that
attaches to the phagocyte receptors, dragging the
bacterium along with it.

I. The cell membrane receptors attach to the surface
ligands of the particle.

2. The edges of the membrane arround thc points of
attachment evagi nate outward within a fraction of it

second to surround the entire particle ; Then,
progressively more and more nleiTlbrafle receptors
attach to the particle ligands, all this occuring
Suddenly in a zipperlike manner to form a closed
phagoc v/ic vesicle.

3. Actin and other contractile fibrils in the cytoplasm
sari ound the phagocytic vesicle and contract al-round
its outer edge, pushin g the vesicle to the interior.

4. The contractile proteins then pinch the vesicle off,
leavine it in the cell interior.

5. immediately thereafter, the invaginaed portion of the
membrane breaks away from the surface of the cell,
formin g a p/lagocvtic vesicles inside the cytoplasm
of the cell.

(Ref Gio'io;i S Flail- I/i/i Edition. Page . / Q. 20)

13. Digestion of' pinocytic and phagocytic foreign substances
in the cell- fitnction of the Iyso.vomnes

Almost immediatel y after a pinocytic or phagocytic vesicle
appears inside a cell, one or more lysosomes become
attached to the vesicle and empty their acid hydrolases to the
inside of the vesicle.
Thus, a digestive reside is formed in which the hydrolases
begin hydrolyzing the proteins, carbohydrates, lipids, and
other substances in the vesicle. The products of digestion are
small molecules of amino acids, glucose, phosphates, and so
forth that can diffuse through the membrane of the vesicle
into the cytoplasm. What is left of the digestive vesicle,
called the residual body, represents the undigestible
substances. In most instances, this is finally excreted
through the cell membrane by a process called exocytosis,
which is essentially the opposite the endocytosis. Thus the
pinocytie and phagocytic vesicle-lysosomes ma y be called
the digestive organs of the cells.

I. Regression of tissues Tissues of the body often regress
to smaller size. For instance, this occurs in the uterus
after pregnancy, in muscles during long periods of
inactivity, and in mammary glands at the end of
lactation. Lysosomes are responsible for much of' this
regrssion. The mechenisin by which lack of activity in a
tissue causes the lysosomes to increase their activit y is
unknown.
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2. Removal of (I(iiiial,'C(./ cells or da/iiai,'c(l /)OrtiOiiS of cells
fraiu tissues- A utolvsis of cells: Removal ol damaged
cells or dziiiiaed portions of cells from tissues- cells
dama ged by heat, cold, trauma. chemicals, or an y other
actor is another special role of the lvsosoiues.

Damage to the cell causes lysosomes to rupture. The
hydrolases begin immediately to digest the surrounding
urea ate s u Es ta nues

i. If i/ic (la/i;aie is slight. only a portion of the cell is

removed, lol lowed by repair of the cell.
ii. II the (/anialC is severe, the enter cell is digested, a

process called auto/s's. In this way, the cell is
completely removed. and a new cell of the sante type
ordinarily is formed b y mitotic reproduction of an
adjacent cell to take the place of the old one.

3. The lvsosomcs also contain bactericidal agents that can
kill phaeocvtized bacteria before the y can cause cellular
dama ge. These agents include ls'.vozvmne that dissolves
the bacterial cell membrane, lvsofrri,i that hinds iron
and other metals that are essential for bacterial growth.
and acid at a pH of about 5.0 that activates the
hydrolases and inactivates some of' the bacterial
metabolic systems.

Re/. Gui'ion lit/i e1: 1'-10. 20, Gauo,iç' 221/i ed: P-il, /)

C. Synthesis and formation of cellular structures by the
endoplasmic reticulum and the Colgi apparutus

I. SpecifIc functions of the endoplasmnic reticulum

Most of the synthesis begins in the endoplasmic
reticulum. The products that arc formed then passed on
to the (jol g i apparatus, where they are further processed
before release into the cytoplasm.

i. Proteins are fO/7ned by tile graiiiilar elic/Op/asi/ii I

reiicuiiuii : Protein molecules are synthesized within
the structures of the ribosomes. The ribosonies
extrude some of the s y nthesized protein molecules
directly into the c y tosal, but they are also extrude
many more through the wall of the endoplasmic
reticulum to the interior of the endoplasmic vesieles.
tubules, that is, into the endopiasozic matrix.

ii. S'vmitlicsis of lipids b y the endopiasinic ret/column,
cspecwllv hr i/ic simiootli endopla.rmnic rcticuiiini
The endoplasmic reticulum also s nthesizes lipids,
espicially phospholipids and cholesterol. These are
rapidly incorporated into the lipid hila y er of the
cndopl asm ic ret icul urn itself, thus causin g the
endoplasmic reticul urn to grow more extensive. This
occurs mainly in the smooth portion of the
cndoplasrnic reticulum.

To keep the endoplasmie reticulum from growing
be y ond the needs of the cell, small vesicles called
enclop/asmioe r!t( u/ui/i ves icles FR ve s icles) or
tiami.s/ori icsiiles continuall y break away from the

smooth reticulum; most of these vesicles then
migrate rapidly to the Golgi apparatus.

Oilier s ii,i s/i cant function of i/ic en (lop/as/n ic
ieiicuiu,nmi, especiall y the .sniooi/i reiicullu,ui, imu lou/c
i/ic JolIoiiui
iii. It provides the enz y mes that control glycogen

breakdown when glycogen is to he used for energy.
iv. It provides av ast number of enzymes that are

cipable Of detoxify in g substances such as drLi g s that
might damage the cell. It achives detoxification by
coagulation, oxidation, hydrolysis, conjugation with
glycui'onic acid. or in other ways.

(i/cf Fii vow	 Ilul/ 1 ith&/itjon. Page-20. 211

2. Specific functions oft/ic Golgi apparatus
S ynthetic hour/on of the Goigi apparatus : It has the
capability of s y nthesizing certain carboh y drates that
can not be formed in the endopiasmic reticulum i.e
hyalitio,i ic acid and c/iondroitin sulfite.

Functions of the hvaluron ic acid and choudroitin
su tate are as follows
Lt. They are the ma'jor components of proteoglycans

secreted in mucus and other glandular secretions.
b. The y are the niajor components of the ground

substance in the interstitial spaces. acting as filter
between collagen fibers and cells.

c. They are principle components of the organic
matrix in both cartilage and boric,

ii. Process in of' endoplasmi tic secm'ctiomts hr the Galgi
appatits- Formation of l'esicles: As substances are
formed in the endoplasmic ieticulurn, especially the
proteins, they are transported throu g h the tubules
towards the portions of smooth endoplaniic
reticulum that lie neaist the Golgi apparatus At this
point, small tra;tsport vesicles composed of' small
envelopes of smooth endoplasmic reticulum
continually breaks away and diffuse, to the deepest
la yer of Golgi apparatus. Inside the vesicles are the
synthesized proteins and other products from the
endoplasmic teticuluin.

The transport vesicles instanti\ fuse with the (ialgi
apparatus and empty their contained substances into
the vesicular spaces of (]olgi apparatus. Here,
additional carbohydrate moiety are added to the
secretions. Also, a most important function of the
Gaigi apparatus is to compact the endoplasmic
reticulum secretions into highl y concentrated
packets. As the secretion pass towards the outermost
la y ers of the Golgi apparatus, the compaction and
processing proceed. Finally both small and large
vesicles cont i nual I) break away from die ('iolgi
apparatus.c arrving with them the compacted
secretory substances, and the s'esis'les diffuse
hioughout the cell.
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/0 it II C 00 idea Of the (hit iiiç of these p rocc,l .se.r : W he it a
etandular cell is bathed iii radioactive amino acids, newly
ioi med radioactive protein molecules can he detected in the
granular cudoplasni ic icticul urn within 3 to 5 ni in uics. \V oh in
20 mi notes newly formed pi-oiei ns are alread y present in the
Golgi apparatus, arid within I to 2 hours, radioactive proteins
arc secreted I rem the stiriace of the ccli.

(I?ef. GuYion & I/a/i I/i/i Eilir/o,i; Page-21)

Types of i'esiclesjn'ined by the Golgi Apparatus Secretor):
Vesicles and Lvsosoine : In a highly secretory cell, the
vesicles formed by the Golgi apparatus are mainly
secretory vesicles containing protein Substances that are
to be secreted through the surface of the cell membrane.
These secretory vesicles first diffuse to the cell
membrane, then fuse with it and empty their substances
to the exterior b y the mechanism called cxocvtosIs.
Exocytosis. in most cases, is stimulated by the entry of
calcium ions into the cell; calcium ions interact with the
vesicular membrane in some way that is not understood
and cause its fusion with the cell membrane, followed by
exoeytoss- that is, opening of die membrane's outer
surface and extrusion of its contents outside the cell.

Some vesicles, however, are destined for intracellular
use'

(Ref: iaton & Hall- bib Eu/h/on; Pate 1S,19)

Use of intracellular vesicles to replenish cellular
membrane Others of the intracellular vesicles formed
by the Gol g i apparatus fuse with the cell membrane or
With the membranes of intracellular structures such as
the mitochondria and even the endoplasmic reticulum.
This increases the expanse of these membranes and there
by repl inishes the membranes as they are used up. For
instance, the cell membrane loses much of its substance
every time it forms a pliagocvtic and pinocviic reside,
and it is vesicles from the Golgi apparatus that
continually replenish the cell membrane.

In summary, i/ic iiienibraimous svs(e'n oJ i/ic endop/asotic ,'eculont
and Go/ t i C(pf.naICl!US represents Ci highly Ole/Ciba/id' Ol',0ii capable of
forming new uiirace//ular Stl'ilClUreS as well as secretory substances to
be extruded from the veil.

(Ref Gtivio,i & Hail 11th h.diiio,i: Page-21)

D. Extraction of energy from nutrients- Functions of the
initochondria : The principal substances from which cells
extract energy are the foodstuffs that react with oxygen-
carboh y drates, fats, and proteins. In the human body,
essentially all carbohydrates are converted into glucose by
the digestive tract and liver before they reach the cell.
Similarly, the proteins are converted into amino acids and
the fats into fatty acids. Inside the cell, foodstuffs react

chemicall y with the oxygen under the influence of various

enz y mes that control the rates of the reactions and channel
the energy that is released in the proper direction.

Briefly, almost all these oxidative reactions occur inside the
mitochondria, and the energy that is released is used 10 form

the high energy compound adenosinc triphosphate (ALT).
Then, the ATP. not the original foodstuffs themselves, is
used throughout the cell to energize almost all the
subsequent intracellular metabolic reactions.

(Ref Guvio,i d Hail- 11(h Edition. Poi,'(- 22)

Transport Across Cell Membranes
Iransport across cell membranes is accomplished primarily by
e,voc'vrosis, eiidocviosi.s', niot'eiiteiit throng/i ion channels,
primary and secondary ac-five transport.

Exocytosis
Dijiiiition Extrusion of proteins t 'roni cell to the surrouding
fluid is called exoc y tosis. It requires ca'' and energy, along
with proteins.

Process : l'r,rleins that are secreted b y cells move from the
endoplasmic reticulum to the Golgi apparatus, and from the
trans go1 gi , they are extruded into secretory granules or
vesicles. The graules and vesicles move to the cell membrane.
Their membrane then fuses to the cell membrane and the area of
fusion breaks down. This leaves the contents 

of 
thethe granules or

vesicles outside the cell and the cell membrane becomes intact.

I'ath truss
1. Nunconstitutive path\\ay : Proteins from the Golgi

apparatus initially enters secretory g ranules. where
processing of' prohormones to mattn e hormones occurs
before exocytosis.

2. Constitutive pathway Involves the prompt transport of'
proteins to the cell membrane in vesicles. with little or no
processing or storage.

Endocytosis
Ingestion of nutrients and other substances from the
surrounding fluid by the cell is called endocytosis.

Two principal forms of endocytosis arc- pinoc vms/s &
pluigocvtosis.

Phagocytosis It is the process by which bacteria, dead
tissues, or other bits of material visible under the microscope
are engulfed by cells such as the polyrnorpho nuclear leucocytes
of the blood.

Process : The material makes contact with the cell membrane.
which then invaginates. The invagination is pinched off, leaving
the engulfed material in the membrane enclosed vacuole and the
cell membrane intact.

Pinocytosi.c (cell drinking) : It means the ingestion of
extremely small substances that are in solution and hence not
visible under the microscope.

Each t ypes of endoc lo.s is can be-
I.	 Constitutive It is a continues process that is not induced.

2. Receptor mediated : It is produced for the most part via
specialized clathrin coated pits on the cell membrane. It is
triggered by various ligands binding to their receptors on
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the cell membrane. Receptor mediated endoeviosis occur
more rapidly than constitutive endocytosis.

Types of eudoeviosis

Rpes of endo(\1oSi.V	 1 Si:e of ve.virle lilleinleiluire

--- ------------------------ ------------------

Receptor iiicdiatcd	 0.1-10 in in	 Phagosorne
Non-receptor mediated	 0. 110 mm	 .Vacuole

Piiiocvtosis
Clot/i HJi (/epenc/c'iil

Receptor mediated	 100 tim	 Endosome
Synaptic vesicle	 50 nm	 Endosome

retrieval
(jatliriji -!Iide/7C/iu/C1ii

Potocytosis	 60 nm	 Caveolae
IVlicropi nocviosis	 10011111	 Micropincisorne

---------------------------------

Osmosis
Definition Migration of solvent from the solution of lower
concentration to the higher concentration, when they are
seperated by a semipermeable membrane is called Osmosis.

Rate of osmosis depends upon

i. Difference in osmotic pressure of the solution.
a. Permeability of the membrane.
iii. Electrical potential across the membarane and char ge upon

the wall and pore of the membrane.

Osmotic pressure : The force (pressure) b y which the osmosis
occurs is called osmotic pressure.

Phvsiolo leaf importance

i. Absorption from the intestine.
ii. Exchange in the capillary bed.
iii. Regulation of urine Irmation.
iv. Continuous osniot ic exchange between plasma and red

cells.
v. Clinical use- injection  of saline are gi 'en by way of

treatment.

Q . On which J 'acior.v osmotic pressure depends and why?

Ans. Osmotic pressure depends upon the total number of the
particles per unit volume but not upon the size of the molecules.

Because each particle in a solution exerts, on the average, the
same amount of pressure against the membrane.

Q . 1)o you think crystaloid particles exert more osmotic
pressure Man colloid particles, why?

Ans. Yes, crystaloid particles exert more osmotic pressure.
Because, ionisable particle cxcii more osmotic pressure than
non-ionised particles.

Q. Why ionise particle exert nwre osmotic pressure than non-
inizised particles?

Ans. A Substance. which i011iSCS has more number of osmotic
particle. so osmotic pressure ofionised substance is Inurc than
of non- ionised substance.

Relation betneen o.r,nolalitv to Osmotic pressure
At nornal bod y temperature, I milliosmole per liter
concentration is equivalent to 19.3 mm I Ig of osmotic
So. Osmotic pressure (nrn Hg) = 19.3 x Osmolality (mull Ol1ll)lC it.)

Diffusion
Definition : The continual movement of molecules in a solution
from a higher concentration to lower concentration is called
di fusion.
Diffusion depends upon the weight and size of the molecules.

I'li vsiolo,i,'ual importance OJth/fiLcWiI
m. Admixture of food stuffs with digestive juice.
ii. Absorption from the intestine.
iii. Exchange between plasma and red cells.

• Exchange in the capillary bed.
v. Admnixtuic of gases in the lungs.

Factory affect the ,aie oJdifjiisioii

1. Concentration gradient The greater the concentration
difference, the greater is the rate of diffusion.

2. Molecular diameter . The less the diameter of the molecule.
the greater is the rate of di lThsinn.

3. Distance bctits'e,i the area The shorter is the distance, the
greater is the rate of di fusion.

4. Cros.v section . The greater tIme cross section of the chamber
in which the diffusion is takin g place, the greater is the rate
of diffusion.

5. Temperature The greater the temperature, the greater is the
ate of diffusion.

Diffusion rate =

Concentration difference x cross sectional area x temperature

Molecular weight x distance

7:rpes o/thjjusioii

i. Simple dif/isioi: Some lipid soluble substances (02. CO2.
alcohol. and fatty acids. can easily diffuse throucli the cell
membrane, called simple diffusion. Here carrier is not
required.

ii. Facilitated diffusion Some lipid insoluble subs tance
(glucose etc) can diffuse through the lipid matrix of cell
membrane with the help of carrier mecha U ism called
tacilated dii fusion. Here carrier is required.

Factors essential flrfticilitated diffusionion
i. Concentration gradient
ii. Amount of carrier
iii. Enzyme.
iv. The rapidity with which the chemical reaction involved in

the mechanism takes place.
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2. K 4 channels . They are tetrarneri c. Their subunits are
encoded by a number of different genes, and man y of the
genes arc able to generate different domain structures by
alternate splicing.

3. Cl- c/rounds They are involved for the most part involume
regulation of cells, in transepithel ial ion transport and

apparently in regulation of muscle and kidney function. For
example GAI3A receptor and the glycinc receptor are Cl
channels.

4. Ca	 channel etc.

Cardiac ion channels
i. V(ltage-gated channels

Na

• 1' Ca 2 '-
L Caul

K'
Inward rectifying
Delayed rectifying
Transient outward

Ligauid- ,r,'ated K4 channels
Ca' activated

DifJreoce between the simple and tcilitoted d!fnsio;

Simple diffusion	 Facilitated (/iJfl.(S(0/!

i. Carrier is not needed.	 i. Carrier must be present.

ii. Rate of diffusion is almost
	

ii. For a carrier transported
exactly proportional to the	 substance, rate of diffusion
difference of the concentra-	 approches a maximum, as
tion of particle /)11 the two	 the concentration of the
side of the membrane.	 substance increase.

Passive transport
The movement of substance across the cell membrane along the
concentration gradient is called passive transport.

The gradie,its are -
i. Osmotic pressure

ii. Hydrostatic pressre

iii. Gradient of concentration and potential.

Tses

i. Diffusion.

ii. Osmosis.
iii Filtration.
iv. Flow due to gravity.

Filtration	 Na activated

a. Definition : It is the process by which undissolved particles 	 ATP-sensitive

are separated from a liquid through a membrane as a result 	 Acetylcholine-activated

of mechanical force (filtering force).	 Arachidonic acid-activated.

b. Filieriirg force
i. Gravity.
ii. Hydrostatic pressure.

c. Filtering membrane
i. Cloth
ii. Filter PilPer
iii. Membrane.

cI. Filtration depends on
i. Pressure difference across the filtering membrane.
ii. Pore size of the membrane
iii. Osmotic pressure of the fluid to be filtered

e. iinprcitance
i. Absorption from the small intestine.
ii. Passage of water, salts, food stuff etc. from the blood

stream to the tissue fluid.
iii. Formation of urine

iv. Formation of CSF.

Movement through ion channels
Most ion channels probably evolved by gene duplication and
divergence from an ancestral molecule with six membrane
spannin g segments. The wide diversity in ion channel properties
permits ion transport.

I. Na" channels They are tetramers, with each subunit
crossing the membrane six times.

(Ref. Gauiong 21i/i eduon, Page 80)

Potassium (Kh channel
Most K+ channels are tetramcrs, with each of the four sub-units
forming part of the pore throu g h which K ions pass. Their
subunits are encoded by a number of different genes, and many
of the genes are able to generate different domain structures by
alternate splicing. Fast-inactivating voltage-gated K 4 channels
have a unique feature. Each of the tetramers has a polypeptide
ball structure on the end of a polypeptide chain, and the ball
moves into the channel, producing inactivation (Fig. 1-31
Ganong). There are ball-and-chain structures on all four
tetramers even though there is only one K+ pore. In the
acetylecholine ion channel and other ligand-gated cation or
anion channels, five subunits make up the pore.

(Ref. Gaurong 221h edition, Page 32)

Function and inecheizisin The repolarization (phase 3) to the

resting membrane potential (phase 4) is due to closure of the
Ca channels and K4 efflux through various types of K

channels. There are three types of K cliaiinelr that produce
repolarization
i. The first produces a transient, early outward current ('To)

that produces an early incomplete repolarization.
ii. The second is mi raid/v rectifying, ie, at plateau potentials it

allows K I influx but resists K efflux and onl y at lower
membrane potentials does it permit K efflux. The current it
produces is called 'k,'
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iii. The third type is a s/onl y activating (dela yed rectifying)
type that produces a current called 

'k•

The sum of 'kr and I is a small net outward CLirrent that
increases with time and produces repolarization

The subunits that make up the K channels responsible for 
'kr

cross the membrane six times and are the product of IIERG (for
Juimaii ct/in-a- go-go-ref ated gene) - The channel responsible for

is made up of a protein that crosses the membrane six times
combined with a small protein called minK (because of its size)
that has onl y a sin g le membrane-spanning domain.

(Ref Gaiiong 2Itli editi(i,i, Page 80)

11 In the heart, repolarization is due to net K efflux through
three types of K channels. Rhythmically discharging cells
have a membrane potential that, alcr each impulse. declines
to the firing level. Thus, this prepotential or pacemaker
potential triggers the next impulse. AL the peak of each
impulse. 1k begins and brings about repolarization. 1k then
declines, and as K I etflux decreases, the membrane begins
10 depolarize, forming the first part of* the prepotential.

Applied When the chol inergic vagal fibers to nodal tissue
are stimulated, the membrane becomes hyperpolarized and
the slope of the prepotentials is decreased because the
acetylcholine released at the nerve endin gs increases the K
conductance of nodal tissue. This action is mediated b y M7
muscarinic receptors, which, via the 13 y subunit of a C
protein, open a special set of K' channels. The resulting

tKAch counters the deca y of 'k
life!. Ganong 22t1i edition. Page 548, 549)

b In the nerve, a third factor producing repofarization is the
opening of i'oltage-gated K channels. This opening is
slower and more prolonged than the opening of the Na
channels, and consequently, much of the increase in K
conductance comes alter the increase in Na conductance.
The slower opening and dela yed closing of the voltage-
gated K channels also explain accommodation. If
depolarization occurs rapidly. the openin g of the Na
channels overwhelms the repolarizing forces, but if the
induced depolarization is produced slowly, the opening of
K channels balances the gradual opening of Na+ channels,
and an action potential does not occur.

(Ref Canon? 221/i edition, Page 59)

C Slow posisynuptic potentials: Slow EPSPs and IPSPs have
been described in autonomic ganglia, cardiac and smooth
muscle, and cortical neurons. These posts y naptic potentials
have a latenc y of 100-500 ms and last several seconds. The
slow EPSPs are generally due to decreases in K'
conductance, and the slow IPSPs are due to increases in K
conductance. In sympathetic ganglia. there is also a late
slow EPSP that has a latency of I-S seconds and lasts 10-30
minutes. This potential is also due, at least in part, to
decreased K conductance, and the transmitter responsible
for the potential is a peptirle very closely related to GnRH,

the hormone secreted by neurons in the hypothalamus that
stimulates LH secretion.

(Ref Ganoiig 22t1, edition. Page VI))

d. in vascular .cnzoot/i muscle S Vascular smooth muscle cells
provide an interesting example of the way Ii igh and lo
cytosolic Ca can have different and even opposite effects.
In these cells, influx of Ca' via voltage-gated Ca
channels produces a diffuse increase in cytosolie Ca l I that
initiates contraction. However, the Ca l I influx also initiates
Ca I I release from the sarcoplasmic reticulum via ryanodine
receptors and the high local Ca concentration produced by
these Ca sparks increases the activity of Ca-activated
K+ channels in the cell membrane. These are also known as
big K or BK channels because K flows through them at a
high rate. The increased K efflux increases the membrane
potential, shutting off voltage-gated Ca	 channels and
Producin g relaxation. The site of action of the Ca ±+ sparks is
the -subunit of the BK channel. and mice in which this
subunit is knocked out develop increased vascular tone and
blood pressure. Obviously, therefore, the sensitivity of the

-sLiburl it to Ca	 sparks plays an important role in the
control of vascular tone.

(R:f Ganong 22i1i edition. Page 580

Active Transport
a. Definition The movement of substance across the cell

membrane against the concentration gradient with active
expenditure of energy by the help of carrier called active
transport.

The energey is derived Irom AP and the carriers are
present in the cell membrane.

Each type of carrier transports only it specific substance.

b. The gradient ma y be
i. Electrical.
ii. Pressure.
ii. Concentration

iv. Speed of how.

c. Acme tiauspo;i general/v requires
Carrier
proteins

Channel
4 . protein

Simple	 Facilitated
diffusion	 diffusion

Diffusion

Fig. 1-5 Truic.vpuri put/I caïx throng/i the cell membrane and the baxb

111cc /ianixIIl \ at (1(11! vport.

Energy

Active Transport
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X.

I	 Active expenditure of energy

it. Special carrier system

iii. Difference of concentration uradierit

iv. Enzymes.

Cl. Tvpe.s v/active (ranspo rt -

I. Primary active transport.

Ii. Secondary act i 'e transport.

(_o-iranspurr

2. Counter transport.

Active transport is divided into two types according to the

source of the energy used to cause the transport. They are

cal led primary active transport and sccondar\ active

transport.

(l?c'/: Guvinn ci Hall 1/111 Edition: Page -52)

Primary active transport
In primary active transport. the energy is derived directly From

the breakdown of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) or some other

high energy phosphate compound. Transport depends on carrier

proteins that penetrate through the membrane Ic Na	 pinup.

(Ref. Gio'ton & i/oil 1/i/i Miiioii, l'ci/(v'-.\?)

Na +K+ pump : Sod i u ill-pu ta ss i urn p tim p refers to tile

mechanism that transports sodium ions out of the cells to the

exterior and at the same time

PLI1T1PS potassi tim ions I r	
outside

	

um	 3-Na +
the outside to the inside.

Here two K	 ions are	
2-K

transferred foi each three

a. Structure The carrier	 -	 ATPase
protein of the N+ K"	 —

puinp is a complex of	 -	 3-Nat

two separate globular /	 2K
Proteins. a larger one ATP	 Inside

(molecular	 weight

100.000) and a smaller
Fl : 1-6. .Sothuoi-poicisxi inone (molecular Weigh

-15.000). The function of

the smaller protein is not known. The larger protein has
three spec/Jic frain !'es thot are nportc'nri for fwtriion cf the
pinup

i. It has three receptor Sites Joi- binding sodjiuni ions on the
Portion of the protein that protrudes to the interior of thc cell.

ii. It has iwo receptor sites for potassium ions on the outsidc.

in. The inside portion of this protein adjacent to or near to the
sodium binding sites has ATPase activity.

h. Mechanism : When 3 Na ions hind on the inside of the

carrier protein and 2 K ions on the outside, the ATPase

function becomes activated. This then leaves 1 mu lee tile of

ATP, splitting it to ADI and Ii berati rig a high energy

phosphate bond of energy. This energ y is then believed to

cause it conformational change in the protein carrier

molecule. extrtiding the sodium ions to the Outside and

pOt2lssilitil ions 10 the inside.

c. Importance of Nci'-K pump .' This pump is rcsponsidhle

for-

i. Maintaining the sodium and potassium concentration

rhO erence across the cell membrane

ii. Establishing a negative electrical potential inside die

cells.

iii. ']'lie pump is so nnportant to niany different functioning

Systems of the bod y such as to nerve & muscle Ii hrcs 'or

transmission of impulses, various glands for the

secretion of different substances, and all the cells of the

bod y to pi-event cellular swelling.

iv. Importance of the Na'rK pump in controlling cell
i'olni,re The ,nec1innisnrfr controlling the u'ohione is (is
Jolioir.v

Inside the cell are urge numbers of proteins and

other organic compounds that cannot escape from the

cell. Most of these are negatively charged and

therefore collect around them large numbers of

positive ions as well. All these substances then tend

to cause acorns is of' irate,' to the interior of the cell.

Unless this is checked, the cell will swell

indefinitely until it bursts. The normal

mechanism for preventing this is the 	 r"K'
pump.

2. N(i - ' - -K I pump pumps three Na" Ions to the

outside of the cell for ever y two K" ions pumped

to the interior. Also, the membrane is fur less

permeable to sodium ions than to potassium ions.

51) that once the sodium ions are on the outside,

they have a strong tendency to sta y there. Thus,

this represents a continual net loss of ions out of

the cell, which mi dates osmosis of water out of
the cell as well.

3. If a cell begins to swell for any reason, this

automatically activates the Na+_K'f Pump, moving

still more ions to the exterior and cimrr y i rig waler vv itli

them.

Therefore, the	 pump performs a continual

surveillance role in maintaining normal cell volume.

(I'ç(. (00/en & i/alt . lit/i Mum,,: Pci in' s3,54

Electrogenic punip

i. Definition Na"-K" pump creates an electrical potential

across the cell membrane because in every pump cell loses

one positive charge; so Na'-K" pump is called electrogeniic

pump.

ii. Stininluriori ,fiuctoi'.v

a. Aldosteronc, thyroid hormones increase the formation of

II
DP
+
Pi

n p1/nip
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Na-K" ATPase molecule, and thus increase Na-K'1
JU In p.

h. Insulin increases Na K'' pumps activity probably by a
variet y of different mechanisms.

ii I, ilithitorv facto i's

a. The activity of the Na 4 -K" pump is inhibited by cardiac
glvcosides (di g italis) - due to inhibition of Na 1-K
AT I' a s e

h. Dopamine in the kidne y inhibits the Na 1 -K pump by
phosphor) lating Na'-K ATPase.

(Ref Guvion & Hall / Ith Ethijoit: Page-53, 54)

Primary active transport of calcium : Calcium ions are normaly

maintained at extremel y low concentration in the intracellular

c y tosol of virtuall y all cells in the body, at concentration about

10,000 times less than that in the extraeellulLlr fluid. This is
achieved mainly by two primary active transport calcium

pumps. One is in the cell membrane and pumps calcium to the

outside of the cell. The oilier pumps calcium ions into one of-

more of the internal vesicular oiganel Ics of the cell such as into
the sarcoplasmic reticulum of muscle cell and into the
mitochondria in all cells. In each of these instances, the carrier
protein penetrates the membrane from side to side and also
serves as an ATPase, having the same capabilit y to cleave ATP

as the A'lPase sodium carrier protein. The di lference is that this

protein has a highly specific binding site for calcium instead of

sodium.

(Ref Guviun & 1-/all- 11th  Edition: Page-54)

Primary active ransport of hydrogen ions At two places in the

bod y are imporlant primary active transport s y stems for

hydrogen ions. They are-

i. In the gastric glands of the stomach

ii. In the late distal tubules and cortical collecting ducts of the

kidneys.

In the gastric glands, the deep-lying 1wrieral cells have the

most potent primary active mechanism for transporting

hydrogen ions of any part of the body.
This is the basis for secreting

	

Ii yd roch Ion c acid in the stomach 	
Na

	digestive secretions. At the secretory	 Na-bind

	side of the parietal cells, the hydrogen	
site

ion concentration can be increased as
much as a million fold and then released

in association with chloride ions in the
form of h ydrochloric acid.

	

In the renal tubules there are special	
Na'

intercalated cells in the late distal
tubules and cortical collecting ducts that
also transport hydrogen ions by pri mary
active transport. in this case, large amounts of hydrogen ions
are secreted into the tubules to eliminate them from the body
for the purpose o r controlling the blood hydrogen ion

concentration. The hydrogen ions can he secreted aoainst a

concentration gradient of about 900 fold.

tt imiany other points in the body, hydro g en ions are
transported by secondary active transport, but in these

instances, the)' usually are transported against far less
concentration gradients. such as 4 to I LII) to 1010 I

(Ref (jnrto,i & Hall- 11th Edition: I)c54)

N.B.Energetic 0/ proniarv ac'die tran.poi'I : Pt. t'ollow Guyin) 11th

Edition, Page 54.

Secondary active transport
In secondary active transport, the energy is derived secondarily
from energy that has been stored in the form of ionic

concentration differences bets een the two sides of a membrane,
created in the first place by primary active transport.

Depends on : Transport depends on carrier proteins that

penetrate through the membrane.

Types
i. Co-transport

ii. Counter transport.
(Ref. Guvion & 1-/all- 11th Edition.' Page-54)

Co-transport When sodiLll-n ions are transported out of
cells by primary active transport. a large concentration

gradient of sodium usually develops very high concentration
outside the cell and very low concentration inside. This
gradient represents a storehouse of energy because the

excess sodium outside the cell membrane is always
attempting to diffuse to the interior. Under the appropriate
conditions, this diffusion energy of sodium can literally pull

other substances along with the sodium through the cell
membrane. This phenomenon is called co-transport; it is one

torm of secondary active transport.

I-or sodium to pull another substance along with it. a
coupling mechanism is required. This is achieved by means
of still another carrier protein in the cell membrane. The

carrier in this instance serves as
an attachment point for both the

G1	 sodium ion and the substance to

ucose-binding	 he co-transported. Once they
e both are attached, a

conformational change occurs in

the carrier protein, and the
energy gradient of the sodium
ion causes both the sodium ion
and the other substance to be

Gi	 transported together to the

interior of the cell.

Co-transport of glucose and amino

acids along wit/i sodium ions. Glucose and niaiiv anii,io
acids are transported into most cells against large
concentration gradients; the mechanism of this is entirely by

Flit 1-7. Pu tuhued initc'litli i oii In" cndnu, i c - i'-
Irnn.iport ot 'Iucove,



the co-transport mechanism. The transport carrier protein

has two binding sites on its exterior side. one for sodium and
one br g lucose. Also, the Concentration ol soditni ions is
very loch on the outside and ver y low inside, which
provides the energy for the transport A special propert y of
the transport protein is that the contormational change to
allow sod mm movement to the interior Will not occur until a

liicosc molecule also attachcs. But v hen the y are both
attached, the conformational change takes place

automatically, and both the sodi urn and the glucose are
transported to the inside of the cell at the same time.. Hence,
this is a sodium-glucose co-transport mechanism.

50(10110 co-Iroeispori of 1/ic ((/0010 oceil.r occurs in the same
manner as for glucose, except that it uses a different set of
transport proteins. Five amino acid transport proteins have
been identified, each of which is responsible for transporting
one subset of amino acids with specific molecular
Characteristics.

Sodium co-n o,ispoi( of gfieco.vc (1/1(1 0/00(0 oc/d.v occurs
especially in the cpithclial cells of the intestinal tract and
renal tubules to aid in the absorption of' these substances into
the blood.

(Ref (;ioIa/i 4 11(111- 1111i Edition: Pace-54)

Or/ic) it/iporla/it co-Iralisport 11ie('/i((/(iS/I(S in at least sonic
cells include co-transport of ' chloride ions. iodine ions, iron
iOIlS, and orate ions.

(Ri:!. (ho/on 4 lice/f- 111h I'h/i!io,z; I'ai,'e 54)

IL Counter transport : In counter- transport. sodium ions
agail attempt to diffuse to the interior of the cell because oh'

their large concentration gradient. however, this time, the
substance to be transported is on the inside of the cell and
must be transported to tile outside. Therefore, tile sodiuni
Oil binds to the carrier protcnl where it projects through tile

exterior surface Of the membrane, whereas the substance to

he counter-transported binds to the interior projection of the
carrier protein. Once both have bound, a conformational
change occurs again, with the energy of the sodium ion
moving to the interior causin g the other substance to move
to the exterior.

(/1:1. (;u','tan	 lb/f-) 1,/i Li//ho/I: Pac .5_))

Sodium counter-(i'aiisport of calcium (1,1(1 /iyth'ogen ions
Two especially important countei'-transport mechanisms are
so(/noit -calciuni c'ouemter-transport and soeIiee,n-/it'droc,i
CO/elite r-r,'almsport.

a. .Sodw,n-calcimo,, co till ter-t/censport occurs throu g h all or
almost all cell membranes, with sodium iOilS moving tile
interior and ealciunri tons, to the exterior, both bound to

the sanle transport protein ill a counter-transport mode.
This is in addition to primary active transport ob calcium
that occurs in some cells.

h. Sodium-Itvdroeii counter-Iranspu ci occurs in several

tissues. An especially important example is in the
proximal tubules of the kidne y s. where sodium ions
niove from the lumen of tile tubule to the interior 

Of 
tile

tubular cells, whereas hydrogen ions iI • c counter
transported into tile lumen. This mechanism is not nearly
SO powerful for concentrating hydrogen lons as is the
primary active transport of h ydrogen that occurs in some
of the more distal renal tubules. but it can traIl.poit such
large numbers of hydrogen ions that it is nevertheless a
key to h ydrogen ion control in tile body fluids.

(R(,f. (jiO1011 4 I/a/I Hilli/i Le/itioci; /'aç'e $5)

Membrane Potential
Membrane Potential

Det,iit,on : The electrical potential difference across the
membrane is called membrane potential.

Membratice potentials (potential difference between the outside
and inside of the cell memrane) are of 2 types-

a. Restnig membrane potential (RMP)
h. Action potential.

Resting membrane potential

DeReiin'o,m . the electrical potentiml ditfcrence across the
membrane at restin g condition is called testing membrane
Iloteiltial

The membrane potential of a nerve fiber is -90 mV It is always
expressd in negative because the inside of the cell membrane is
always ticgatively charged m relation to the exterior as the cell

membrane are impermeable to intracellular protein and other
iiliOtl5.

Causes .' 'l'wo basic means by which membrane potentials can
develop are

i. Diffusion of ions throu g h the membrane as a result of ion
concentration differences between the two sides of the
membrane i.e diffusion of potassium and sodium ions. The
emphasis is on potassium leakage because, on avera ge, the
potassziiiii-sodiiein 'leak' c/mime/s are far more permeable to
potassiutll thati to sodium, normall y about boo times as
permeable. Which g ives an internal potential of -86
millivolts.

ii. Active transport of ions tllrough the meiribrane i.e sodium-
potassmunl pump. Which gives an internal potential of -4
millivolts.

So the net membrane potential of a nerve membrane is -90
millivolts.

(Ref. Gmoion & Hall- / li/i Edition: Page 59. 60)

Origin of normal resting inenbrane potential (In a nerve
membrane)

I. C'oiiri'il,,'etio,i off/me poiasseorn thj/nsioii potential : Because of
high ratio of potassium ions inside 10 outside of the cell
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membrane, 35 to 1 the Nernst potential corresponding to
this ratio is -94 millivolts. Therefore, if potassium ions were

the only factor causing the resting potential. this resting
potential inside the fiber also would be equal 10 -94
millivolts.

2. Contribution of .sodi,uri i/iiffusioii i/iron i/i the inenthrcnie

Slight permeability of the nerve membrane to sodium ions,
caused b y the minute diffusion of sodium ions through the

K I -YVa l leak rliaiiiiel.r. The ratio of sodium ions horn inside
to outside the membrane is 0. 1, and this gives a calculated
Nernst potential for the inside of the membrane of tO1
millivolts.

What will be the .r,eniniated calculation e.)/no. / ( 111(1 no. 2

The membrane is highly permeable to potassium but only
slightly permeable to sodium, it is logical that the diffusion
of potassium contributes far more to the membrane potential

than does the diffusion of sodium. In the normal nerve fiber,
the permeability of the membrane to potassium is about 100
times as great as to sodium. Using this value in the Uolcliiian
equation gives an internal Membrane potential of -80

millivolts, which is near to the potassium potential.

3. Contribution o0 he Na — K i pump : This provide still an

additional contribution to the resting potential. Continuous
pumping of three sodium ions to the outside for each two
polassium ions pumped to the inside of the memhrane.'i'he
fact that more sodium ions are being pumped to the outside
than potassium to the inside causes a continual loss ol
positive charges from inside the membrane: this creates an
additional degree of negativity (a ho Lii -4 mill vo Its
additional) on the inside be y ond that which can be
accounted for by diffusion alone. The net membrane
potential with all these factors operative at the same Ii inc is
about -90 mil ivolts.

In siiinniaiv, the diffusion potentials alone caused by potassium

and sodium diffusion would give a membrane potential of about
-86 niilivolts, almost all of this being determined by potassium
diffusion. Then, an additional -4 mil i volts is contributed to the

membrane potential by the continuously acting electrogenic
pump. giving a net membrane potential of -90

milivolts.

(/?/. (;nvtoIi & Hall-11th Edition: Pac,'e-OO. 61)

Resting membrane potential in different cell

Restiui,' ,nenth,i ire potential ui different cell are as follows

1. Nerve fibers	 : -90 millivolts

2. Neurons	 : -70 millivolts

3. Nodal fibers of cardiac muscles 	 : -55 to -60 millivolts

4. Cardiac muscles	 -85 to -90 millivolts
\ 'c it I cut ar muse he ti be is)

5. Visceral smooth muscles	 : -50 millivolts

6. Skeletal muscles	 -85 to -90 millivolts

Action Potential

Dc/outrun . An action potential isarapid change in the
membrane potential follo ed b y it return to the resting
membrane potential.

Stages oJ action potential

a. Resting stage
b. Depolarization stage

c. Rcpolarization stage
d. Spike potential

e. Ne g ative after potential
f. Positive alter potential or hyperpolarization.

The successive c/ages of (ICliOn potential are

1. I?estinr stage : This is the resting membrane potential before
the action potential begins. The membrane is said to be
'polarized' during this stage because of the very large
negative membrane potential that is present.

2. Depolarization stage : When the neget i vi ty of the
membrane potential rises rapidly in positive direction due to

influx (enter) of sodium ions is called Lied polarization.

3. Repolarization stage : Immediatel y after depolarization
(within a few 10,000ths of it seccond) the negetivity of the
membrane potential re-establishes towards the normal
negative resting membrane potential due to efflux of 1<

This is called the repolarization of the membrane.

4. Spike potential : Initially, the depolarization wave over

shoots the zero line and then sharply falls. This sharp rise of
the depolarization wave and the rapid tall of repolarization
wave is called spike potential.

-	 I
-J	 Il
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Fig 1-8 An ideal action potential

5. Negative after Potential : At the termination of spike
potential, the membrane potential sometimes fails to reach
the normal resting stage. This is called negative after
potential.

It is believed that someti rues, the concentration of K
outside the membrane increases which prevents flow of K
from inside to outside. This then prevents the return of

membrane potential towards normal.
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6. Positive after potential or /ivperpolarizarion Sometimes the
negati v ty of membrane potential become more than its

normal level. This is called positive after potential. It is due
to excess permeability of membrane to the K 1 at the end of
spike potential.

(Ret: (iOV!OJi	 I/all-il i/i Edition; page-h I d others)

Refractory period

i. D/oiitioii . It is the period of action potential durin g v hidi
no action potential is generated in same fiber for another
stimulus, it has two parts

ii. Prirt.v of ref ia don peroid

a Absolute ref ii crony period (ARP) : It is the period during
which no action potential is developed in previously
activated fiber by any strong stimulus.

b. Relative refractory period ( R/?P) : In this period an
action potential ma y develop by it strong stimulus.

Saltatory conduction

Conduction in myeliniitcd axons depends upon it similar pattern
Of circular current flow. However, myelin is an effective
insulator, and current flow through it is negligible. Instead,
depolarization in myelinatcd axons jumps from one node of
Ranvier to the next, with the current sink at the active node
serving to electrotonically depolarize to the firing level the node
ahead of the action potential. This jumping of clepoliirization
from node to node is called .caltory conduction.

It is it rapid process. and myclinated axons conduct up to 50
times faster than the fastest unmyelinatcd fibers.

(Ref. Gano!rft 22t/i edition: page .57)

Orihodromic & Antidromic conduction

An axon can conduct in either direction. When an action
potential is initiated in the middle of it, two impulses traveling
in opposite directions are set up by electrotonic depolarization
on either side of the initial current sink.

In a living animal, impulses normally pass in one direction only,

ie. from synaptic Junctions or receptors along axons to their
termination. Such conduction is called orthodroinic.
Conduction in the opposite direction is called atUidroinic. Since
synapses, unlike axons, permit conduction in one direction only,
any it ntidromie impulses that are set up fail to pass the first
synapse they encounter and die out at that point.

(Ref, Ganoiig 221/i edition; Page-57)

Propagation of action potential

Normally, it resting nerve fibre remains in polarized state, with
positive charges lined up along the membrane and negative
charges along the inside.

As soon as the fibre is excited, at the point of excitation the
polarity is reversed due to increases permeability of Na to the
membrane and causes depolarization of the membrane. A local
circuit of current flows between the depolarized area and resting

area of the membrane; positive current flows inward through the
depolarized membrane and outward through. This local
depolarization current then excites the adjacent portions of the

membrane producing progressively more and more
depolarization. The depolarization wave travels in all direction
along the entire length of the nerve fibre.

(Ref Guvio,m & I-/lI-1 li/i edition.' Page-65,66)
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Direction of propagation : An excitable membrane has no
single direction of propagation, but the action potential
travels in all directions away from the stimulus-even along
all branches of a nerve fiber-until the entire membranene has
become depolarized.

(Ref Govton lit/i edition; Page-66)

All-or-nothing principle : Once an action potential has been
elicited at any point on the membrane of a normal fiber, the
depolarization process travels over the entire membrane if
conditions are right, or it does not travel at all if conditions
are not right. This is called the all-or-nothing principle. and
it applies to all normal excitable tissues. Occasionall y , the
action potential reaches a point on the membrane at which it

does not generate sufficient voltage to stimulate the next
area of the membrane. When this occurs. the spread of

depolarization stops. Therefore, for continued propagation
of an impulse to occur, the ratio of action potential to
threshold for excitation must at all times be greater than 1

This 'greater than 1 ' requirement called the safely flictor Ji.ir
propagation.

(R(-,f Guvton & i-la/I- / It/i edition: i'age-0O)

Nerve Impulse : The process of transmission of depolarization
wave along it nerve fibre is called nerve impulse.
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Action Potential of Nerve cell
Restine membrane potential of a neuron is usually about -70
m y . A slight decrease iii resting membrane potential leads to
increased K efflux and Cl - in II lix restoring the resting
membrane potential. However, when depolarization exceeds 7
mV, the voltagc-giited Na' channels start to open at an
Increased rate (Na' channel activation), and when the firing
level is reached. the influx of Na alone its inwardl y ditected
concentration and electrical g radients is so g reat that it
temporaril y swamps the repolarizing forces.

The increase in Na conductance is short-lived. The Na
channels rapidl y enter a closed state called the inactivated state
and remain in this state for a few millisecond ,, before returning
to the resting state. in addition, the direction of the electrical
gradient l'or Na is reversed during the over shoot because the
me in bran e	 potential	 is	

+35
reversed, and this limits Na
Influx.	 A	 t hi rd	 factor
producing repolarizatiun is the	

jartifact

opening of voltage-gated K
channels. This opcnine is
sIowCr and more prolonged
hanthe openine ofthe Na'

conductance.	 rhe	 net	
-55

movement of positive charge
out of the cell due to K 	 70

e I 11 u xii at this Li Fri e he I s	 Latent period
complete the process of	 Time

repolarization. The slow t-IO. /1(11012 p011
return of the K" channels to
the closed state also explains the after-hyperpolarization.

Altho gh Na' enters the nerve cell and K leaves it durin g the
action potential, the number of ions involved  is minute relative
to the total numbers present. The fact that the nerve gains Na'
and loses K' dun nit activit y has been demonstrated
experimentally, but significant differences in ion concentrations
can be measured only alter prolonged, repeated stimulation.

The slower openin g and dela yed closing of the voltage-gated K'
channels also explain accommodation. If depolarization occurs

grapidly, the openin of the Na" channels overwhelms the
repolanizing forces. but if the induced depolarization is
produced slowl y , the opening of' K' channels balances the
g radual openin g of Na + channels, and an action potential does
not occur.

A decrease in extrace Ilu 'lar Ca concentration increases the
excitabilit y of nerve and muscle cells by decreasing the amount
of depolarization necessar to initiate the changes in the Na
and K' conductance that produce the action potential.
Conversely an increase in extracellular Ca' ' concentration
stabilizes the membrane by decreasing excitability.

(Ref Ganong 22th Eilitirni)

A ctio,z potential in ,:cn'e fibre

1. Resting stage .-This is the resting membrane potential before
the action potential begins. The membrane is said to be
.polarized-' during this stage because of the -00 millivolts
negative membrane potential that is present.

2. Depolarization stage .'\t this time. the membrane suddenly
becomes ver y permeable to sodium ions, allowing
tremendous numbers of posit! \'ely charged sodiuiii ions to
How to the interior of the axon. 'The normal polarized state
of 9(1 millivolts is immediately neutralized b y the inflowing
sodium ions, with the potential rising rapidly in the positive
direction. This is called depolarization.

and the potassium channels open
more than they normally do. Then.
rapid diffusion ol potassium ions
to the exterior re-establishes the
normal negative resting membrane

('his is called the iepolarizatwn of the membrane.
(Ref Guvion 101/i 1)aie-56

Skeletal Muscle Action Potential
Almost everything regarding initiation and conduction of action
potentials in nerve fibers applies equally well to skeletal muscle
fibers except for quantitative differences. Some of the
quantitative aspects of muscle potentials are the following
1. Resting membrane potential : about -85 to -90 millivolts in

skeletal fibers, the same as in large m yelinaied nerve fibers.
2. Duration of action potential : I to 5 milliseconds in skeletal

muscle, about five times as long as large rnyelinated
nerves.

3. Velocity of conduction : 3 to 5 in/sec. about 1/18  the
velocity of conduction in the large invelinated nerve fibers
that excite skeletal muscle.

Spread of the action potential to the Inferior (i/I/me muscle fiber

u'a' oft/me Ira n,nem's tubule s ystem: The skeletal muscle fiber
is so large that action potentials spreading along its surl'ace
membrane cause almost no current flow deep within the fiber.
To cause contraction, these electrical currents must penetrate to

in large nerve fibres, the membrane Potential actLi II)'
'overshoots' beyond the zero level and becomes somewhat

positive, but in some smaller

fibers as well as many central
Overshoot	 system neurons. the potential

merely approaches the zero level
-- - - - - - - -	 and does not overshoot to the

positive state.

After-depolarization 	 .. Repala nza lion Stage	 Within a
few I0,000ths of a seccond after
the membrane becomes highly

r-hyperpolarization 	 permeable to sodium   ions' the
sodium channels begin to close

pole 	 ill iie,ti'o,i.

potential



the vicinity of all the separate myofibrils. This is achieved by
transmission of the action potentials along transverse tubules (1
tuhules) that penetrate all the way through the muscle fiber from

one side to the other. The T tubule action potentials in turn
cause the sarcoplasmic ret iCuluifl t(.) release calcium ions in the
immediate vicinity of all the myofibrils, and these calcium ions

Milliseconds

1 i.' 1-Il. End plate poicniials. A Weakened end plate pOtenial recorded in a
cu rat ied muscle, 100 weak in elicit an action potemial l B normal end plate
pntenti:il eliciitn a muacle action poiclitial and (', weakened end plate
potential.

then Cause Contraction. This over all process is called
excitation-contraction coupling.

Visceral Smooth i'yltiscic Action Potential

Elecirical & mechanical activitp : Visceral smooth muscle is
characterized by the instability of its membrane potential and by

the fact that it shows continuous, ii-regular contractions that are
independent of its nerve supply. This maintained state of partial
contraction is called tonus or tone, The membrane potential has
no true "resting' value, heing relativel y low when tile tissue is
active and hi gher when it is inhibited, but in periods of relative
quiescence it averages about -50 mV Superimposed on the

membrane potential are waves of various types There are slow
sine wave-like fluctuations a few ill ill i volts in illagilitude and
spikes that Sonleth i ines overshoot the zero potential line and
sometimes do not. In many tissues, the spikes have a duration Of

	

o	 Acetylcholine, parasympathetic
stimulation, cold, stretch

	

—501	 (	
Membrane potential

Epinephrine, sympathetic
stimulation

['ii,' 1-12. Effects of variou s asenis on the uteitibrane potential of intestinal
smooth muscle

about 50 rris, However, in some tissues lhe action potentials

have a prolonged plateau during repolarization, like tile action
potentials in cardiac muscle. The spikes may occur tin the rising
or falling phases Of the sine wave oscillations. There Lire, in

addition, pacemaker Potentials similar to those found ui the
cardiac pacemakers. However% in viscei'al smooth muscle. these
potentials are generated in multiple foci that shift from place to
place. Spikes generated in the pacemaker foci ue conducted or

some distance in the muscle. Becasue of the colltinuolis activity,
it is difficult to study the relation between the electrical and
mechanical events in visceral sniooth muscle, but ill some
relatively nlact se preparatoils, a single spike can be generated.
The muscle starts to contract about 200 ins alter the start of the
spike iiid 150 ills after the spike is over. The peak conlraclioil is

cached as long as 500 ins alter the spike. 'I'hus, the excitation-
contraction coupling iii visceral smooth muscle is a very slow

process compared with that in skeletal and cardiac illliscle. in
which the time from initial depolarization to initiation of
contraction is less than 10 ins.

(Rd. Ganong 22i1i Edition: Page-82)

Cardiac ion channels
i.	 VoIta ,tc- ,gaicd rIiaiiiiels

Na +
'I,Cii
I.,C'a
J(I

Inwai'd recti i'ying
Delayed rectifying

Jransient outw'ai'd

n. Li'aiid-t,'atecl K 1 chaiiiieLc
( ' i 1 activated
Na actt valed
ATP-sensitive
Acetylcholine-activated

Arachidonic acid-activated.

(ll''J. Gwton ' 31ilt cdi ion, I'a ,ig .iOi

Cardiac Muscle Action potential

Resting membrane & act/oil pot counts : The resting membrane
potential of' individual manlnlalian cardiac muscle cells is about
-90 mV (interior negative to exterior). Stimulation produces a
propagated action potential that is responsible for initiatin g rig
contraction.

Depolarization proceeds rapidly, and an overshoot is present, as
in skeletal muscle and nerve. But this is followed by  plateau
he 'ore the membrane potentialI returns to the baseline. In
mammalian hearts, depolarization lasts about 2 ins, but the

plateau phase and repolarization last 200 mns or more.
Repolarization is therefore not complete until the contraction is
hail over. With extracel I ular recordin g , the electrical events
include a spike and a later wave that resemble the QRS complex
and 'I' svas'e of the ECG.
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As in other excitable tissues, changes in the external K'1
conccntration affect the resting membrane potential of cardiac
muscle, whereas chan ges in the external Na4 concentration
affect the magnitude of the action potential.
i. The initial rapid depolarization and the overshoot (phase 0)

are due to opening of voltage-gated Na channels similar to
that occurring in nerve and skeletal muscle.

Fig. ]'/$. Phases of the action poieiitial of a cardiac muscle fiber. O.
depolarization (tile to rapid influx of Na-i ions: 1, initial rapid iepolarizaiion
due to closure  ol N a channels: 2, plaie:iuptllise due iii low innux of Na+ and
Cai  ihi tiugh the slow Na-i'-Ca+ 1- chaiinels:3 . laic rapid re[Jolari?aion (tile to
e0ux of , K+ ions: 4, base line.

ii. The initial rapid repolarization (phase 1) is due to closure of
Na'1' channels.

iii. The subsequent prolonged plateau (phase 2) is due to a
slower but prolonged opening of voltage-gated Ca
channels.

iv. Final repolarization (phase 3) to the resting membrane
potential (phase 4) is due to closure of the Ca 2 channels
and K4 efflux through various types of K' 1' channels.

'File x'oltage-gatcd Na 4 channel in cardiac muscle has two gates
an outer gate that opens at the start of depolarization, at a
membrane potential of -70 to -SO mV; and an inner gate that
then closes and precludes further influx until the action potential
is over (Na' channel inactivation).

The slow Ca 2'1' channel is activated at a membrane potential of'-
30 to -40 ni\".

There are three types of' K'1' channels that produce
repolarization. The first produces it transient, early outward
current that produces an early incomplete repolarization.
The second is inwardl y recli t'ying ie, at plateau potentials it
allows K 4 influx but resists K 4 efflux, and onl y at lower
membrane potentials does it permit K' 1' efflux. The current it
produces is called	 The third type is a slowly activating
(dela yed rectifying) t ype that produces a cui'rent called 'Ks' The
sum of 'Kr and 'Ks is a small net outward current that increases
with time and produces i'epolari cation.

N. B. In can/inc muse/c, the l'c'po/an:aiiomi i/nc dcsci'ciisi'.s (1.5 f/ic-'

La/iliac ic/ic increases.
(Ref Gaiiong 22i/i Edition,' Piiç'c- 78,80)

Nodal fibers of cardiac muscle action potential

Mcchia,iivmn of Siiii,s Nodal Rh ythmic/tv : The potential of the
sinus nodal fiber between discharges has a negativit y of only -
55 to -60 millivolts in comparison with -85 to -90 millivolts for
the ventricular muscle fiber. The cause of this reduced
negativity is that the cell membranes of the sinus fibers are
naturally leaky to sodium ions. At this level of negativity, the
fast sodium channels have mainl y become inactivated," which
means that they have become blocked.

Se/I-Excitation of Suius Nodal Fibers: Because of the high
sodium ion concentration in the extracellular fluid as well as the
negative electrical charge inside the restin g sinus nodal fibers,
the positive sodium ions outside the fibers even normally tend
to leak to the inside. Furthermoi'e, the resting nodal fibers have
a moderate number of channels that are alread y open to the
sodium ions. Thci'el'oi'e, influx of' positively char g ed SoditLill

ions causes a rising membrane potential. When it reaches a
threshold voltage of about -40 millivolts, the calcium-sodium
channels become activated, leading to rapid entry of both
calcium and sodium ions, thus causing the action potential.

Then the calcium-sodium channels become inactivated (that is.
they close) within about 100 to 150 milliseconds after openin,.
and at about the same time, greatly increased numbers of
potassium channels open. ']'hcrekwe, the influx of calcium and
sodium ions through the calcium-sodium channels ceases, while
at the same time large quantities of positive potassium ions
di l'l'Lise out of' the Fiber, thus terminating the action potenutl.
Furthermore, the potassium channels remain open for another
few tenths of' a second, carrying a great excess uI positive
potassium charges out of the cell, which temporarily causes
considerable excess negativity inside the fiber; this is called
hyperpolarizaimon. This hyperpolarization initially carries the

0 1
	 Action I

E	
potential/ \ ' K 	IcaL

40

-60-''' \	 1caT
'KPrepotential decay

Time

lit,': 1-14 Rhvihiiiical discharge of a sinus nod:il fitier. Also, he sums nodal action
poic'nimal is compared with ih:ii of a N cimiricular muscle fiber
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restin g " membrane potential down to about -55 to -60
millivolts at the termination of the action potential.

Dnrmg the next few tenths of a second after the action potential
is over, progressively more and more of the potassium channels
becin to close. Now tire inward-leakin g sodium ions once again
over balance the outward flux of potassium ions, which catse
the "resting"  potential to drift upward once more, finally
reachin g the threshold level t'or discharge at a polential of about
-40 millivolts. Then the entire process begins a g ain: self-
excitation, recover y from the action potential, hvperpolarii.ariun
after the action potentials is over, drift of the 'resting" potential
a g ain to threshold, then re-excitation again to elicit another
c ycle. This process continues indefinitely throughoLit a persons

fe.

(ilef. Guvten 11th Lclitw,n; Page 117. /13)

Skeletal Muscle
All skeletal muscles are composed of numerous fibers ranging
from 10 to 80 micrometers in diameter.

Skeletal Muscle Fibre Each muscle fibre is a single cell,
multinucleated; long and cylindrical in shape, and no syneytial
bridges between cells. Each fibre is made up of the following
successivel y smaller sub unit-
1. Sarcole,n,na . It is the cell membrane of the	 SIISI

muscle fibre. The sarcolemma consist of a true
cell membrane, called the plasma membrane,
and an outer coat, consisting of a thin layer of
polysaccharide material cOntai ni rig numerous
thin Colla g en fibrillae.	 Mw

2. Sivojthrib Each muscle fibre contains several
hundred to several thousand inyofibrils. Each
0 bri Is is made b y myosin filament and actin
filaments, which are large polymarized protein
molecule that are responsible for muscle
contraction. 'l'hc rn yos in and actin filaments
partially interdi g itate and thus cause the
myolibrils to have alternate light and dark band.
The light band which contain only actin
filaments, are called I ban.d because they are
isotropic to polarized light. The dark band, which
contain the myosin filament as well as the end of
the actin filament where they overlap the
myosin, are called tt band because they are
anisotropic to polarized light. The actin lilametit
are attached to Z disc. The portion of myofibrils
that lies between two sucessive Z disces is
called a sarcoinere which is capable of
generatin g its greatest force of contraction.

enzymes and tremendous numbers of mitochondria that tic
between and parallel to the myofibrils.

(R'f. Guvion & Hall-111h Ediz/c,,i; l'oce-72

Myosin Filament
The myosin filament is composed of multiple myosin
molecules, each having a molecular weight of about 480,000.
The myosin molecule is composed of six polvpeptide chains.
two heav y chains and four light chains.

The two heavy chains coil around each other to form a double
helix. One end of the each ol these chains is folded into a
globular protein mass called the myosin head. Thus there are
two free heads lying side by side at one end of the double helix
mvosmn molecule; the other end of the coiled helix is called the
tail. The four light chains are also parts of the myosin heads,
two to each head. The four light chains help controlthe function
of the head during the pIOCCSS of muscle contraction.

( Rift Giion & Hall lit/i LciOu,!. Page /

Actin Filament

The actin Filament is composed of three different component-
actin. tropomvosi n. and troponi n.
The actin filament is a double stranded 1 - -actin protein

Mt
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molecule. Each strand of the double F-actin helix is composed
of polymerized 0-actin molecule.

The troponyosin strand is loosely attached to an F-actin strand
and that in a resting state it physicallycovers the active sites of

the actin strands so that interaction can not occur between the
actin and myosin to cause contraction.

The lroponxn is a complex of three g lobular protein molecule
attached approximately two thirds the distance along each
tropomvosin molecule. One of the globular protein (troponin I)
has a strong affinity for actin, another ( tropon in 'I') for

troponlyosin and a third (I/vponin C) for calcium ions.

(Ref. Gurto,i /It/ Lditio,i)

Ieclienism of contraction of skeletal Muscle
Steps in skeletal muscle contraction
1. Discharge of motor neLiron.

2. Re lease of transmitter (acetylcholine)  at motor end plate.

3. Bindin g of acetylcholine to acetylcholine receptor.

4. Increased Na+ and K+ conductance in end plate membrane.

a Generation of end plate potential.

6 Generation of action potential in muscle fibers.

7 Inward spread of depolarization along '1 tubules.

8 Release of Ca' I from terminal cisterns of sarcoplasmic

reticulum and diffusion to thick and thin filaments.

9 Binding of Ca "- to troponin C. uncovernig myosin binding
Sites on actin.

10. Formation of cross linkages between actin and myosin and

sliding of thin on thick filaments. producina shortening.

(Ref Ganong 22i/i L1.chtw/i; page-70)

Mechenism of relaxation or skeletal Muscle

1. Ca 4 pumped back into sarcoplasniic reticulum.

2. Release of Ca 4 ' from troponin.

3. Cessation of interaction between actin and myosin.

(Ref (;among 271h Edition. pa,e-70)

Sliding filament theor y of muscle contraction

Alechenisni
a. There is no shortening, thickening, or folding of the

individual Filaments.

i. A hand remains constant in size

ii. H zone becomes denser

ill. I band varies in length becoming shorter.

b. AS a muscle contracts
i. Z lines come closer together

ii. The width of the I hands decreases

iii. The width of the H zones decreases

iv. But, there is no change in the width of the A band.

C Conversely, as a muscle is stretched, the width of the I
bands and Il zones increases, but there is still no change in
the width of the A band.

Excitation & contraction coupling

i. Lxcoaiion & con tiac/momi coupling imuolvc.i Jon; steps
a. The propagation of action potential into the T-tubule and

release of Ca I from the terminal cisternae

h. The activation of muscle by Ca '

c. The generation of tension by the muscle proteins

d. The relaxation of the muscle.

n. Mecliaiirsiu : Calcium ions Ca	 link action potentials in It

muscle fibre to contraction.

a.In resting muse Ic fibres. Ca t 	is stored in the
endoplasniic (sareoplasmic) reticulum.

h. The tubules of the T system terminate near the calcium-
filled sacs of the sarcoplasmic reticulum.

c. Each action potential created at the neuromuscular
junction sweeps quickly along the sarcolema and is

carried into the T system.

d. The arrival of the action potential at the ends id the 1
system triggers the release of Ca'

C. The Ca	 diffuses mon- the thick and thin filaments
where it hinds to Iropoilin on the thin filaments.

f. This turns on the interaction between actin and myosin

and the sareomere contracts.

g.. Because of the speed of the action potential
(milliseconds) the action potential arrives virtually
simultaneously at the ends of all the tubules of the 'I'
system, ensuring that all sarcomeres contract in unison.

When the process is over, the calcium is pumped back into the
sarcoplasmic reticulum using a Ca' ATI'ase.

Role of calcium in muscle contraction

Action potential nlo;ig i-tUl)ide.v

Ca	 released fromterininal cisternae of sareoplasinic reticulum

('a 4 ions binds with troponiti C

Inhibition of troponin-tropomyosin complex

Uncovers the active sites of the actin

Interaction of actin and myosin

Muscle contraction.

Muscle twitch

i. Definition	 A single action potential causing a brief
contraction followed by relaxation is called muscle twitch.

ii. Duration
a. Fast muscle fibre	 7.5 milli seconds

b. Slow muscle fibre : 100 milli seconds.
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Rigor mortis

I. Detwilion : The sli fl'ness of muscle alter death is called

ricor niortis. It usually starts 2-3 hours after death.

ii. Duration : It remains up to 36 hours a0er death.

iii. Meclieiiisni : It is due to destruction of all !\TI? and

phosphorylcreatinc after death. ATP is recjuired to cause
separation of cross bridges from actin filaments. If no ATP
is available the actin-myosin complex become stable; this
accounts for the extreme muscular rigidity (rigor mortis).

\Iuscle tetanization

i. Definition It is a condition in which the successive
contractions fuse together and cannot be distinguished one
from the other.

ii. Meclieiusni : The process of contracting takes sonic 50

millisecond and relaxation of the fiber takes another 50-100
millisecond. Because the refractory period is so much
shorter than the time needed for contraction and relaxation,
the tbrc can be maintained in the contracted state so long as
it is stimulated frequently enough i.e 50 stimuli per second.
Such sustained contraction is called tetanus.

Sequence of events in contraction and relaxation of visceral
smooth muscle

13 i ndi ne ui aeetvlchol inc 10 muscari nic receptors.

2. Increased  influx of Ca	 into the cell.

3. Ac tivation of calmodulin dependent myosin light chain
kinase.

4. Phosphory laiion of myosin

5. Increased myosin ATI'ase activity and binding of myosin
LO aLtin.

6. Contraction.

7. Dephosphorylation of myosin by various phosphatases.

8. Re/ovation, or sustained contaction due to the latch bridee
mechanisms.

(Ref. Ga,ion ,i,' 211/i Edition; page-84)

Motor Unit
All the muscle fibres innervated by a single motor nerve fibre
are called a motor unit.

Autonomic Nervous System
Division (111(1 1 .001 value

Autonomic nervous system divides into-

Sympathetic nervous system.

2. Parasympathetic nervous system.

I. Svnipathcric nervous s ystem : Originates in the spinal
cord between the segments of T t and L or thoracu-
lumbar out flO\V.

2. Parasympathetic nervous system : Originates as
cranjo-sacral out flow. The cranial nerves are III. VII,
IX and X. The spinal verves are S 2 to S4.

Synthesis of acctylcholine
Acetylcholine is s y nthesized in the body b y the interaction of
acetylCoA and Choline in the presence of enzyme chol inc
acetyl transferase. The acetyl CoA conies ruin acetic acid and
CoASIl in presence of 'VIP and enzyme ;icetvl thiokinase,

Ac'etiI i/i ivki,iu ye
Acetic acid + ( oA Sli .................................	 Acetvl ( oA

-,	 ('iodine ace!, !ii ynis/'rn ii'
AcetylC oA-t-Cholinc	 . --------. ss.. i-\cetvl choline.

(Ref. Guvio,i lit/i Edition, l'cn,'e- 7,471)

Synthesis of norepinephrine and epinephrine
The basic steps of norepi nephrine and epinephri ne synthesis

1.
are-

At first amino acid tvrosin is activel y transported from the
circulation into the axopl asm of terminal ending of
sympathetic nerve fibres.

t-R-c/ro.vvlaiuin (/I\(/i().\/fl,Vt)
2. 1 yrosin	 .._.:,_.__......._______ ..._ ... -------'.----.-.'. DOPA

[)ecar/,oxylatio,i (1)e,-a,'hoxv/a si')
3. DOPA	 ...---------	 ---- -	 --b- Dopamine

4. liansport of dopamine inside the ehromaffin vesicles.

latun, (fix (11 m vla ye)
5. Dopamine	 -__.___	 --i----	 i- Nor-cpinephri ic

In the adrenal medulla, this ieaclion goes still one step further to
transform about 80 percent of the norcpinephrine into
epinephrine, as follows

Metiivianini (iV-t'Jei1i,'/u,,i,,,f),ae
6. Nor-epinephrine  .............................................................. 	 Lpinephrine.

(/'eJ.	 i/i/i	 ion: Poe 751)

Cholenergic receptors

A. Necototu" rcceplorr .': Located in the s y napse between the
pre and post ganglionic neurones of both sympathetic and
parasympathetic system. It is so called because its function
is that of nicotine.

B. Mitscariitic receptors : Found in all the effector cells
stimulated by the post ganglionic neurones of the
parasympathetic nervous system. It is so called because it
collect from muscarine, it poisonous substance of fungus.

(Ref (,uyioa / li/i Edition: Page 752)

Adrenergic receptors

A. Alpha receptors which again divides into a I and a2

B. Beta receptors which also divides into fi 1 and f3-,.

(Ref Giivion lit/i Mow,,,' Pa'e 752)

Functions of beta receptors
I. Vasodilatation (12)

2. Cardioacceleration (i)

3. Increased myocardial strength ([3

4. Intestinal relaxation (432)
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5. Uterus relaxation (132)

6. Bronchodilatation (13)
7. Calorigenesis (132)

8. Glycogenolysis (13,)

9. Lipolysis (Pt)
10. Bladder wall relaxation (132).

(Ref Guvton 11th Edition; Page-753)

Functions of alpha receptors:
1. Vasoconstriction
2. Iris dilatation
3. Intestinal relaxation
4. Intestinal sphincter contraction
5. Pilomotor contraction
6. Bladder spincter contraction.

(Ref. Guyton 101h Edition: Page-753)

Cyclic AMP

i. Definition : cAMP is cyclic adenosine 3,5' monophosphate.

ii. Formation : It is formed from ATP by the action of the
enzyme adenylyl cyclase

iii. Fate : It is converted to physiologically inactive 5-AMP by
the action of the enzyme phusphodiesterase.

iv. Mechenism of action : Cyclic AMP activates one of the
cyclic nucleotide dependent protein kinases (protein kinase

A) that, like protein kinase C, catalyzes the phosphorylation
of proteins, changing their conformation and altering their
activity.

Example : A typical example is the activation of
phosphorylase kinase in the liver by epinephrine via cAMP
and protein kinase A.
In addition, the active catalytic subunit of PKA moves to the
nucleus and phosphorylates the cAMP-responsive element-
binding protein (CREI3). This transcription factor then binds
to DNA and alters transcription of a number of genes.

v. Metabolism Cyclic AMP is metabolised by a
phosphodiesterase. This phosphodiesterase is inhibited by
methylxanthines such as caffeine and theophyline;
consequently, these compounds augment hormonal and
transmitter effects mediated via cAMP.

(Ref. Ganong 22th edition, Page 42)

Q . 00. Write short notes on- chromosome.

i. Definition : Chromosomes are deeply stained thread like
structures within the nucleus of each animal cell.

ii. Chromosomes number : 46 or 23 pairs
a. Autosomes 22 pairs
b. Sexchromosomes: I pair (XX or XY).

iii. Structure of chromosome : Each choromosome is composed
of a double helix of DNA along with histone and non-

histone proteins. The DNA-protein complex exists as a
highly coiled or folded structure.

a. The non-hisione proteins are DNA and RNA polyme-
rases, gene regulatory proteins and HMG (high mobility
group) proteins.

b. The /zistones are the most abundant group of basic
proteins which help packaging of chromosomal DNA.
There are five histonc proteins according to the
concentration of arginine and lysine residues : HI,H2A,
H213, H3, and H4.

iv. Function : Chromosomes act as carries of units of
inheritance in the form of genes of nuclear DNA. Genes are
borne by the chromosomes in linear series as parts of
specific DNA molecules.

DNA
It is a complex protein of high molecular weight consisting of
deoxyribose, phosphoric acid, and four bases (2 purines and 2
pyrimidines). DNA is found mainly in the chromosomes of the
cell nucleus.

Components of DNA:

i. Sugar	 : 2-deoxy-D-ribose

ii. Acid moiety : Phosphoric acid

iii. Bases
a. Purines	 : Adenine & Guanine
b. Pyrimidines : Cytosine & Thymine

Function of DNA
The genetic information store in the nucleotide sequence of
DNA serves two purposes-

i. It is the source of information for the synthesis of all protein
molecules of the cell & organism.

ii. It provides the information inherited by daughter cells or
offspring.

(Ref. Guyion 11th Edition)

RNA

RNA (Ribonucleic acid) is a polymer of purine & pyrimidine
ribonucleotides linked together by 3, 5, - phosphodiaster bridge.
RNA is found mainly in the cytoplasm & nucleolus.

Components of RNA:

i. Sugar	 : D-ribose
ii. Acid moiety : Phosphoric acid
iii. Bases

a. Purines	 : Adenine & Guanine
b, Pyrimidines : Cytosine & uracil.

Types of RNA:

1. Messenger RNA (in RNA) . Which carries the genetic code
to the cytoplasm for controlling the formation of the
proteins.

2. Transfer RNA (t RNA) .' Which transports activated amino
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itf DNA	 TRNA
iBaseAcknineguiiiin;cytosineandthyi;ine	 lAdcninLgu'l;inecytosinetnduiicil

2. Sugar moiety 2. Deoxyrihose.	 2. D-ribose

3. Structure	 ' 3. Have 2 strands of antiparallel double helical molecule 3. Single-stranded molecules

4. Situation	 l 4. Solely intranuclear and mitrochondrial. 	 4. Both extra & intranuclear (cytoplasm & nucleolus).

5. Functions	 5.

i. Carry genetic information from one generation
of cells to the next & undergo mutation.

ii. Concerned with source of information
rotein synthesis.

--------j-----

5.

i. Carry no genetic information & undergo no
mutation.

ii. Concerned with protein synthesis.

acids to the ribosomes to be used in assembling the protein
molecules.

3. Ribosomal RNA (r RNA) . Which along with about 75

different proteins, forms the ribosomcs, the physical and
chemical structure on which protein molecules are actually
assembled.

Functions of RNA . It is involved in protein synthesis.

(Ref. Guyicm 11th Edition; Page 31)

Transcription
Assembly of the RNA molecule from activated nucleotides 	 iu
using the DNA strand as a template- the process is called

transcription.
(Ref. Guyton & Hall- lit/i edition; Page-33)

Assembly of the RNA molecule is accomplished by DNA under
the influence of the enzyme RNA polymerase.

Translation
The process of formation of proteins on the ribosomes is called
translation.

(Ref. Cuyton& liall- Ith Edition; page-33)

Aging
i. Introduction Aging is a genera] physiologic process that is

as yet poorly understood. Life expectancy has increased is
due for the most part to improved treatment and prevention

of infections and other causes of early death.

ii. Effects and theories of aging Aging affects cells and the

systems made up of them, as well as tissue components such
as collagen, and numerous theories have been advanced to
explain the phenomenon.

a. One theory of aging holds that tissues age as a result of
random mutations in the DNA of somatic cells, with

consequent introduction of cumulative abnormalities.

b. Others hold that cumulative abnormalities are produced
by increased cross-linkage of collagen and other
proteins, possibly as the end result of the nonenzymatic
combination of glucose with amino groups on these
molecules.

c. A third theor y envisions aging as the cumulative result of
damage to tissues by free radicals formed in them. It is
interesting in this regard that species with longer life
spans produce more superoxide dismutase, an enzyme
that inactivates oxygen-free radicals.

Prolongation of aging : It is now established that in
experimental animals, a chronically decreased caloric intake

prolongs life, and this could be true in humans as well. One
possible explanation for this effect of caloric restriction is

decreased metabolism, with decreased formation of protein

cross-links and decreased production of Free radicals. It may
be relevant in this regard that in yeasts, worms, and flies,
mutations in the homologs of one of the mammalian insulin
pathways causes a dramatic prolongation of their life span.
However, the exact cause of the lengthened life span
produced by caloric restriction remains to be determined.

Hormonal effects III aging : In aging humans, there are
declines in the circulating levels of some sex hormones, the
adrenal androgen dehydroepiandrosterone and its sulfate,
and growth hormone. Replacement therapy with estrogens
and progesterone in women decreases the incidence of
osteoporosis and heart disease. Replacement therapy with
testosterone, dehydroepi and rosterone, and growth hormone
each has some salutary effects, but each also has undesirable
side effects, and there is little if any evidence that, they

prolong life.
(Ref. Ganong 221/i edition, Page-48, 49)
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b. energy storage.
c. cellular structure.
d. cellular synthetic process.
e. enzymatic activity.

Q. 1. Objectives of learning of physiology are
T a. to acquire knowledge about the formation of human

body.
T	 b. to understand the functions of different organs.
T c. to know the mechanisms of functions.
T d. to understand the purpose of the function.
1'	 c. to understand the co-ordination of different organs.

Q. 2. Human cell
T	 a. provides structural and functional unit
T b. is bounded by eel] membrane
F c. is composed of bio-molecules only
F	 d. forms internal environment
F	 e. is a prokaryotic cell.

Q. 3. Cells are held together by
T	 a. intercellualar supporting structure.
F	 b. fusion.
F	 c. positive pressure in the interstitium.
F	 d. electrostatic force.
F	 e. chemical bond.

Q. 4. Common characteristics of all cells
include

T	 a. multiplication.
T	 b. energy production.
T c. energy consumption.
T d. waste product removal.
F	 e. detoxification of toxic substances.

Q . 05 Structural protein includes
T
	 a. contractile protein,

T
	

b. microtubules.
T
	 c. collagen fibres.

F
	

d. transport proteins.
F	 e. immunoglobulin.

Q . 06. Carbohydrate in cell plays important role in
T	 a. nutrition.

Q. 7. The normal basal acid output is

T b. 5-10	 mmol/hr
F a. 1-2 mmol/hr
F c. 10-15 mmol/hr
F d. 20-25 mnol/hr
F	 e. 2-5	 mnol/hr.

Q. 8. Which amino acid can proteinate and
deproteinate at neutral pH is

T	 a. Histidine
F	 b. Serine
F	 c. Proline
F d. Glycine
F	 d. Alanine.

Q. 9. Autoregulation is seen in
T a. Muscles
T b. Kidneys
T c. Brain
F d. Liver
F e. All of the above.

Q . 10 Cell shape & motility are provided by
T a. Microtubules
F b. Microfilaments
F c. Golgi apparatus
F d. Nucleus
F e. ER.

ECF & ICF

Q . 11. Total body water (in a subject having 70
kg body wt) is

T a. 42L
F b. 4200 ml
F c. 30L
F d. 15L
F e. 28L.



Q. 12. Oedema may be due to
T	 a. increased hydrostatic pressure in the capillary.
T	 b. decreased colloidal osmotic pressure.
F	 c. decreased hydrostatic pressure in the capillary.
F	 d. increased colloidal osmotic pressure.
F	 e. decreased lymphatic obstruction.

Q. 13. ECF contain large amount of
T a. Na
T b. Cl
T c. HCO3
F d, Mg
F e.

Q . 14 Concentration of Na+ ion outside the cell is
T a. 142 mEqfL.
F b. 145 mEq/L.
F c. 140 mEq/L
F d. 100 mEq/L
F e. 120 mEqfL

Q. 15. Concentration of K inside the cell is
T a. 140 mEq/L
F b. 15mEq/L
F c. 45mEq/L
F d. 155 mEqIL
F e. 150 mEqfL

Q. 16. Concentration of Cl- outside the cell is
T a. 103 rnEqfL
F b. 15mEq/L
F c. 45mEqfL
F d. 113mEq1L
F e. 123 mEq/L

Q. 17. ECF forms whal percentage of body weight
T a. 25%
F b. 10%
F c. 33%
F d. 60%
F e. 30%.

Q. 18. Most diffusible ion in excitable tissue is
T a. Cl
F b. Na
F c. K
F d. PO4

-F b.

Q. 19. The majority of body sodium is present in
T a. Extracellular fluid
F a. Bone.
F	 c. Intracellular fluid
F d. Plasma

F d. Blood.

Q. 20. Content of Na in ringer lactate is - - meq/L
T a. 130
F b. 154
F	 c. 121
F d. 144
F	 c. 115

Q. 21. Total body sodium in meqlKg is
T a. 58
F b. 41
F	 c. 70.7
F	 d. 91.0
F b. 52

Q. 22. Plasma sodium concentration is
T a. 140 meq/L
F b. 120meqIL
F c. 3.5 meqlL
F d. llOmeqIL
F c. 130 meq/L

Q. 23. Sodium channels are specifically blocked by
T a. Tekadotoxin
F	 b. Nifedipirie
F c. Tetra Ethyl Lead
F d. Choline
F	 b. All of the above.

Q. 24. Potassium is maximum in
T a. Plasma
F	 b. Cell
F	 c. Interstitium
F d. Bone
F	 e. Skin.

Q. 25. Plasma K constitute what percentage of total
body potassium:

T a. 0.4%
F b. 7.6%
F c. 10.4
F d. 89.6%
F e. 1.6%

Q. 26. If potassium levels are 39 mg% calculate
the same in meqfL

T a. 10
F	 b. 1
F c. 3.9
F d. 100
F e. 13

Q. 27. Potassium content in colonic secretion is
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T a. 30 meq/L
F b. 10 meq/L
F c. lSmeqfL
F d. 50 meqlL
F e. 45 meqlL.

Q. 28. Which secretion contributes to the maximum amount
of potassium

T	 a. Salivary
F	 b. Gastric
F	 c. Pancreatic
F	 d. Biliary
F	 e. Lacrimal.

Q. 29. Highest concentration of potassium is seen in
T	 a. Saliva
F	 b. Gastric juice
F	 d. Bile
F d. Pancreatic secretion
F	 e. Lacrimal.

Q. 30. What is the useful function of nitrogen in the body?
T	 a. Prevents atelectasis
T b. Decreases rate of combustion
T c. Delays alveolar collapse
T d. All of the above
F e. None of the above

Q. 31. N2 has a role in body as it
T	 a. Prevents atelectesis
F b. Decreases rate of combustion
F	 c. Delays alveolar collapse
F d. All of the above
F e. None of the above.

Q. 32. Fluoride ions act by inhibiting
T a. Enolase
F b. Cytochrome oxidase
F c. Carbonic anhydrase
F d. Hexokinase
F e. None of the above.

Q. 33. Deficiency of which vitamin is not known in
newborns

T a. E
F b. C
F c. D
F d. K
F e. A

F c. Kidney
F	 d. Spleen.
F	 d. Gall bladder.

Homeostasis

Q. 35. Homeostasis means
T	 a. keeping relative constancy of internal environment.
F	 b. stasis of fluid flow.
F c. rapid change of internal environment.
F d. slow change of internal environment.
F a, away from optimal environment.

Q. 36. The control system in our body includes
T a. buffer system.
T b. nervous system.
T c. genetic control system.
F	 d. urogenital system.
F e. integumentary system.

Q. 37. Principles of control systems are
T a. negative feed back.
I b. positive feed back.
T c. feed forward feedback.
T d. adaptive feed back.
F	 e. reflex action.

Q. 38. Basic regulatory mechanism for intracellular
biochemical activities are

T a enzyme regulation.
T	 b. genetic regulation.
F	 c. nervous regulation.
F d. hormone regulation.
F	 e. metabolic regulation.

Q. 39. Negative feed back means
I a. center sending negative signal to appropriate organ.
T l. a reversible phenomenon.
T	 c. opposite of initiating signal.
F d. center receiving negative information from

periphey.
F	 e. acceleration of initiating factor.

Q,40 Sickness of a cell results from
T b. moderate dysfuncition.
T	 e. cellular injury.
F a. mild dysfunction.
F c. extreme dysfunction.
F
	

d. loss of all fucntion.

Q. 34. Highest concentration of vitamin C in the body is	 Q.41. Increased blood osmolality
found in the	 T a. can occur as a result of dehydration.

T a. Adrenal cortex	 T d. may cause cellular dehydration.
F b. Liver	 F b. causes decreased blood osmotic pressure.
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F	 c. is accompanied by a lower ADI-1 level. 	 F	 d. 4: 1
F c. can produce oedema.	 F e. 2:3

Cell membrane

Q. 42. Cell membrane
T	 a. maintains the intracellular environment
T	 b. contains receptor protein and ion

channel.
F	 c. separates blood from extracellular fluid.
F	 d. is composed of organic and inorganic substances.
F	 e. serves as a defensive layer against invasion of

foreign particle.

Q. 43. Lipid barriers of cell membrane
T a. prevent passage of water soluble substances
T	 b. are fluid in nature

T	 c. are consist. of hydrophilic and hydrophobic region
F d. do not allow passage of N 2, 02, CO2
F e, are composed of phospholipid only

Q. 44. Membrane protein acts as
T	 a. structural element

T b. transporter of molecules
T c. an enzyme
F	 d. normal metabolic fuel
F	 c. cellular defense system

Q. 45. Integral proteins acts as
I	 a. transporters of ions.
'I'	 b. enzymes.
F	 C. transporters of water.
F	 d. transporters of lipids.
F	 e. receptors for antigen.

Q. 46. Cells are bordered at their surface by
T a. plasma membrane.
F	 b. a layer of protein.
F	 c. layer of carbohydrate.
F	 d. layer of lipid.
F	 e. cell wall.

Q. 47. Receptors proteins are found in
T	 a. the cell membrane.
T	 b. cytosol.
F	 c. nucleus.
F	 d. endoplasmic reticulum.
F	 e. golgi apparatus.

Q. 48. On weight basis, the membrane contains protein
and lipid in the ratio of

T	 a. 2:1

F	 b. 1:2
F	 c. 1:1

Cell organalles

Q. 49. The discrete functional parts of a cell are
called
a. organelles.

F	 b. molecule.

F	 c. ions.

F	 d. organs.

F e. membrane.

Q. 50. The organelle that contains digestive enzyme are
T	 a. lysosomes.
F	 b. mitochondria.
F	 c. peroxisomes.
F	 d. endoplasmic reticulum.
F	 e. golgi apparatus.

Q. 51. Cellular digestive function is served by
T a. lysosome
F	 b. mitochondria
F	 c. golgi apparatus
F	 d. nucleus

F c. ribosome

Q. 52. Protein packaging and vesicle forming organelles
are

T	 a. golgi apparatus.
F	 b. rough cndoplasrnic reticulum.

F c. smooth endoplasmic reticulum.
F d. ribosome.
F	 e. lysosome.

Q. 53. Organelle containing hydrolytic enzymes is:
1'	 a. lysosomc.
F	 b. mitochondrion.

F	 c. endoplasmic reticulum.
F	 d. golgi apparatus.

F e. peroxisome.

Q. 54. The organelles that store intracellular Ca are
T a. endoplasmic reticulum.
T	 b. mitochondria.

F	 c. ribosome.
F	 d. golgi apparatus.
F e. lysosome.

Q. 55. The network of dividing and uniting channels
distributed in cytoplasm is known as

T	 a. endoplasmic reticulum.

F	 b. cytoskeleton.
F	 c. microtrabecular lattice.
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T b. has its own DNA.
T c. is a chemical power plant.
F	 d. is round shaped organelle.
F	 e. contains proteolytic enzyme.

Q. 56. Regarding endoplasmic reticulum
T a. in muscle they are termed as sarcoplasmic reticulum.
T	 b. it is a cytoplasmic membranous organelle.
F c. the smooth endoplasmic reticulum is concerned

with protein synthesis.
F d. the rough endoplasmic reticulum is concerned with

lipid synthesis.
F e. the ribosomes are attached with smooth endoplas

mic reticulum.

Q. 57. The human cell nucleus
I	 a. has a skeleton of five filaments.
I	 b. is necessary for cell division.
T c. has a membrane which is permeable to nucleic acid.
F d. in somatic cell contains 44 chromosomes.
F	 e. stores genetic materials in the nucleolus.

Q. 58. Secretory vesicles are important store for
I a. protein hormones.
T b. extracellular enzyme.
F	 c. intracellular enzyme.
F d. steroid hormone.
F e. ATP.

Q. 59. Vesicle
T a. is a membrane bound sac.
T	 b. transports large molecules.
F	 c. transports ions.
F	 d. transports substances following concentration

gradient.
F e. can traverse the cell membrane.

Q.68 Receptors proteins are found in
T
	

a. cytosol.
T b. the cell membrane.
F	 c. nucleus.
F d. endoplasmic reticulum.
F
	

e. golgi apparatus.

Q. 69. Nissl's substance is composed of
T a. Rough endoplasmic reticulum
F	 b. Nerve cell vesicles
F c. Aggregated mitochondria
F d. Deposits of pigmented granules
F	 c. Mitochondria.

Q. 70. Marker of Golgi apparatus
T a. Galactosyl transferase
F b. Acetyl CoA synthase

F	 d. intracellular network.
F	 e. fibrin network.

Q. 56. Ribosome synthesizes
T	 a. proteins.
F	 b. nucleic acid.
F	 c. aminoacids.
F	 d. sugars.
F e. ATP.

Q. 57. Ribosomes are
T a. composed of proteins and RNA.
T	 b. the site of protein synthesis.
T	 c. granular particles.
F d. membranous organelles.
F e, associated with smooth endoplasmic reticulum.

Q. 58. Ribosome is made up of
T	 a. protein.
T b. RNA.
F	 c. phospholipid.
F	 d. steroid hormones.
F	 e. cholesterol.

Q. 59. Lysosome has enzymes namely
T	 a. ribonuclease.
T	 b. cathepsins.
T c. deoxyribonuclease.
F	 b. glycosides.
F	 e. phosphate esters.

Q. 60. Lysosomal enzymes are
T	 a. ribonuclease.
I	 b. cathepsins.
I c. deoxyribonuclease.
F	 d. phosphate esters.
F	 e. glycosides.

Q. 61. Lysosomes
T a. are membrane bound structure.
T b, can cause inflammation.
T c. are formed by Golgi apparatus.
T d. may form phagosome.
F e. originates from nucleosome.

Q. 62. Peroxisomes originates from
T a. smooth endoplasmic reticulum.
F	 b. golgi apparatus.
F C. rough endoplasmic reticulum.
F d. mitochondrial membrane.
F e. cell membrane.

Q. 63. Mitochondrion
T a. stores Ca	 ion.
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F	 c. Pyruvate kinase
F d. Malonyl Co A
F d. Lactate dehydrogenase,

Membrane Irnasport

Q. 71. Transport mechanisms for large particle through
the cell membrane are

T	 a. exocytosis.
T	 b. pinocytosis.
F	 c. osmosis.
F	 d. primary active transport.
F	 e. facilitated diffusion.

Q. 72. Ionized calcium is
T a. required for coagulation of blood.
T b. needed for contraction of muscle.
T	 c. required for neuromuscular transmission.
T	 d. present in sarcoplasmic reticulum.
F	 e. required for relaxation of muscle.

Q. 73.. The cell obtains nutrients and other substances
from the surrounding fluid by means of

T a. pump.
T	 b. ingestion of small vesicle that contain ECF.
T	 c. ingestion of large particles.
F d. limited molecular movement.
F	 e. a process called exocytosis.

Q. 74. Processes for difusion of vesicle with cell membrane
are

T	 a. Exocytosis.
F	 b. Pinocytosis.
F	 c. Endocytosis.
F	 d. Phagocytosis.
F	 e. Internalization.

Q. 75. Processes stopped due to lack of ATP formation are
T a. overlapping of actin and myosin.
T b. movement of Na out of the cells.
F	 c. osmosis.
F d. movement of K+ out of a cell.
F	 e. exocytosis.

Q. 76. Substances that can diffuse easily through cell mem-
brane are

T	 a. steroid
F b. Na
F	 c. glucose
F	 d. protein
F	 e. insulin.

Q. 77. The rate of diffusion of a particle across a mem-
brane will increase if

T	 a. the concentration gradient of the particles increase.
T	 b. the lipid solubility of the particle increases.
F c. the area of the membrane decreases.
F	 d. the thickness of the membrane increases.
F	 e. the size of ihe particle increases.

Q. 78. With regard to osmosis across the cell membrane
T	 a. increased intracellular hydrostatic pressure would

help to oppose osmotic swelling.
T b. water moves along its own concentration gradient.
T	 c. cells will swell in hypotonic solution.
F	 d. increased extra cellular hydorstratic pressure would

help to oppose osmotic swelling.
F	 e. water moves up against its concentration gradient

Q. 79. Facilitated diffusion
T	 a. is crrier mediated transport.
T b. is always down hill movements.
F c. is always uphill movement.
F	 d. does not require energy.
F e. requires energy from ATP.

Q. 80. Facilitated diffusion
T	 a. transports from higher to lower concentration.
T	 b. is a passive process.
F	 c. transport lipid soluble substances.
F d. is associated with ATP splitting by ATPase system.
F	 e. is a form of counter transport.

Q. 81. Carrier mediated facilitated diffusion
T	 a. is used for cellular uptake of blood glucose
T b. transports substances by changing molecular

conformation of carrier protein
F	 c. is a form of active transport
F	 d. uses cellular ATP.
F	 e. transports molecules against their concentration

gradient

Q. 82. Concerning the Sodium-Pump
T a. high energy phosphate bonds can support the opera-

tion of the Na pump.

F b. the rate of Na pumping is independent of the
internal. Na pump.

F c. the operation of the Na pump is independent of
K influx.

F d. the sodium pump is not affected by change in
temperature.

F	 e. the process can be explained in terms of facilitated
diffusion.

Q. 83. By Na-K pump
T	 a. constant pumping activity is carried out in all cells

T b. cell volume is maintained



F	 c. Na is actively transported into the cell

F	 d. K is actively transported out of the cell

F e- equal number of Na+K f are transported

Q. 84. Inactivation of the Na-K pump will cause

T	 a. an increase in the intracellular volume.

F	 b. an increase in the intracellular potassium concentra-
tion.

F c. hyperpolarization of the membrane potential.

F	 d. an increase in the excitability of nerve cells.
F e. an increase in the flow of sodium out of the cell.

Q. 85. Transport of Na+ across the cell membrane occurs
by

T	 a. diffusion,
T	 b. primary active transport.
T c. secondary active transport.
F d. osmosis.
F	 e. filtration.

Q. 86. Characteristic of voltage gated Na channel include
T a. both gates remain open for a short period.

T	 b. it opens with inactivation gate in open state.
T c. it closes with activation gate remaining open.

F	 d. it opens with inactivation gate with closed state.

F	 e. it closes with closure of activation gate.

Q. 87. Voltage gated K channel
T a. remains closed at resting membrane potential.
T b. has activation gate only.
T c. opens with depolarization.
F	 d. opens with hyperpolarization.

F	 e. has activation and inactivation gates.

Q. 88. Voltage gate Ca channel

T	 a. takes part in action potential.

T b. is permeable to Na

F c. is permeable to K

F d. is synonamous with Ca pump.

F	 e. is a fast channel.

Q. 89. The emetocytosis or reverse pinocytosis requires
which ion

T a. Mg
F b. Na
F c. K
F d. Ca
F	 e. Cl.
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F c. Osmosis
F d. Donnan effect

	

F	 e. All of the above.

Q. 91. All are true about Sodium-Potassium pump
T a. Needs ATP
T b. Is inactive at 400 C

	

T	 c. Is electrogenic
T d. Requires enzymes
F e. Needed for generation of action potential

Q. 92. Not true regarding Na-K pump is
	F 	 a. Pumps Na against a gradient intracellular

T b. 3 Na exchanged for 2 K

	

F	 c. Increases in intracellular Na.
F d. Hypocalcemia inhibits the pump
F e. Non of the above.

Q.93. The non-ionic diffusion in body is seen in:
T a. Both gut and kidney
F b. Gut
F c. Kidneys
F d. All of the above.
F e. None

DNA & RNA

Q. 94. DNA molecule
T a. is also found in mitochondria.
T b. contains adenine with its complementary base

thymine.

	

T	 c. is located in the nucleus.

	

T	 d. is double stranded.
F e. has adenine bound with guanine.

Q. 95. After DNA has replicated the duplicate strands are
called

T a. chromomere.

	

T	 b. chromatic.!.
F c. centromere.
F d. chromosome.

	

F	 e. spindle fibers.

Q.96 DNA molecules
T a. contain deoxyribose sugar.

T b, provide genetic code.

T c. are attached with histone.

	

F
	

d. are distributed in the cytoplasm.

F e. consist of RNA molecules.

Q. 90. When solvent is moving in one direction, the solvent
tends to drag along some molecules of solute. This is	 Q 97. Basic building blocks of DNA are

T a. purine and pyrimidine bases.called 
I a. Solvent drug	 T b. pentose sugar.

F	 b. Filtration	 I	 c. phosphoric acid.



F	 d. amino acids.
F	 e. proteins.

Q. 98. Transcription process include
T a. base pairing of DNA.
I b. breakdown of hydrogen bond.
I	 c. formation of extron and intron.
F	 d. base pairing of RNA.
F	 e. splitting of DNA.

Q. 99. RNA nucleotide that forms pair with adenine in
DNA is

T	 a. uracil.
F	 b. thymine.
F	 c. guanine.
F	 d. cytosine.
F	 e. tyrosine.

Q. 100. RNA molecule
T	 a. is synthesized in the nucleus.
F b. is a complementary copy of the entire DNA.
F c. migrates from nucleus to cell membrane.
F	 d. is double stranded Structure.
F	 c. contains sugar deoxyribose.

Q. 101. Role of RNA in the biosynthesis of
proteins is

'I'	 a. ending of polypepude chain.
T	 b. ending of peptide chain.
T	 c. initiation of peptide chain.
F	 d. replication of single stranded RNA molecule.
F	 e. to control amino acid sequence of many polypep-

tide chain.

Q. 102. tRNA molecule
T	 a. transfers amino acid to growing polypeptide chain.
T b. is formed from DNA.
F c. is formed from m RNA.
F d. is formed from RNA.
F e. transfers RNA from nucleus to cytoplasm.

Q. 103. Messenger RNA
T a. migrates from nucleus to cytoplasm.
F	 b. carries anticodon.
F c. combines with ribosomal RNA.
F	 d. is arranged in helical pattern.
F	 c. is synthesized by translation process.

Q. 104. RNA polymerase plays role in
T a. DNA replication.
T b. separation of DNA strand.
T c. RNA formation.
F d. DNA synthesis.
F	 e. base pairing.

Q. 105. RNA is
T a. composed of sugar ribose.
T b. a complementary copy of the entire DNA molecule.
I	 c. containing hydroxyl ion present in the sugar ribose.
T	 d. synthesized in the nucleus.
F	 e. double stranded.

Q. 106. Activation of RNA nucleotides is done by
T a. RNA polymerase.
F	 b. activator protein.
F	 c. repressor protein.
F	 d. phosphorylase.
F e. ATPase.

Q. 107. Nucleotides are
T a. NAD.
T b. NADPH
T c. ATP.
F d. RNA.
F e. DNA,

Q. 108. Gene
T	 a. contains information for regulation of cellular

activity.
T b. can be lethal for organism.
T	 c. transfers hereditary characteristics.
T d. can be modified by environment.
T e. can be copied.

Q. 109. Base Stacking of DNA is by
T a. Hyperchromicity
F	 b. Linear dichromicity
F c. Hypochromicity
F	 d. Electrophoresis
F	 e. All of the above.

Action potential

Q. 110. Action potential consists of
T	 a. both depolarization and repolarization.
F	 b. repolarization and hyperpolarization.
F	 c. either depolarization or repolarization.
F	 d. depolarization only.
F	 e. repolarization only.

Q. 111. Action potentials
T	 a. inhibit further stimulation during the period of

depolarization and repolarization.
I b. are produced by threshold stimulus.

I c. are composed of depolarization and repolarization
phases.

F	 d. are associated with a repolarization phase caused by
out ward movement of chloride.

F	 e. are produced by sub-threshold stimuli,
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Q. 112. Equilibrium potential of K is
T a. -95 my.
F b. -90mv.
F c. -SOmv.
F d. -85 my.
F e. -70mv.

Q. 113. Equilibrium potential of Cl-is
T a. -70mv.
F b. -hOrny.
F c. -80 my.
F d. -90mv.
F e. -100 my.

Q. 114. Equilibrium potential of Nal is
T a. +60mv.
F b. -60mv.
F c. -90mv.
F d. -70mv.
F e.	 Omv.

Q. 115. Resting membrane potential is created
due to

T	 a. exit of K from the cell.

T b. Na-K1 pump.

T	 c. Na' entry into the cell.

T	 d. entry of K into the cell.
T e. exit of Na from the cell.

Q . hitS. The resting membrane potential depends on the
concentration gradient of

T a. sodium.
I b. potassium.
F	 c. calcium.
F	 d. chloride.
F	 e. bicarbonate.

Q. 117. Resting membrane potential of a cell
T a. is close to equilibrium potential of K
T b. is contributed by Na-K pump.
F	 c. indicates its excitability.
F	 d. is calculated by Gold man equation.
F	 e. is calculated by Nernst equation.

Q. 118. Resting membrane potential of a spinal motor-
neuron is

T a. -70 my.
F b. -80 my.
F c. -90rnv.
F d. +40 my.
F	 c. -100 my,

Q. 119. Resting membrane potential of cardiac muscle cell
is

T a. -85 my.
F b. +70 my.
F c. -100 my.
F d. -70mv.
F	 e. -100mv.

Q. 120. Repolarization phase
T	 a. brings an end to excitation.
F	 b. raises the membrane potential level.
F	 c. is caused by K leak channel.
F	 d. precedes depolarization.
F e. is associated with opening of sodium& calcium

channel.

Q. 121. Rhythmic discharge of action potential is observed
in

T	 a. smooth muscle in the gall bladder.
T	 b. cardiac muscle.
T	 c. neurons in the respiratory center.
T d. smooth muscle of GI tract.
F e. neurons in the vasomotor center.

Q. 122. Saltatory conduction of nerve impulse
T	 a. is a rapid process.
T	 b. is present in myelinated nerve fiber.
F	 c. is a slow process.
F d. means conduction from axon to cell body.
F	 e. is present in unmyelinated nerve fiber.

Q. 123. Propagation of action potential is responsible for
T	 a. glandular secretion.
T b. nerve impulse.
T	 c. cardiac impulse.
T d. muscle contraction.
F	 e. muscle relaxation.

Q. 124. Threshold for action potential means
T a. voltage at which muscle contraction begins.
T b. minimum depolarization of membrane requiring

opening of voltage gated channels.

F	 c. voltage at which repolarization begins.
F d. slow depolarization of the membrane.
F	 e. voltage that closes inactivation gate.

Q. 125. Rhythmicity
T a, may be induced by low threshold leve for

stimulation.
I b. requires high membrane permeability to Na
T c. requires high membrane permiability to Ca

T	 d, means repetitive action potential.
T e. means regular interval between two action

potentials.

Q. 126. Plateau in action potential
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T a. is caused by activation of slow Na+_Ca channel
T	 b. means sustained depolarization.
T c. is caused by inactivation of fast Na channel,
F	 d. is caused by inactivation of K channel.
F	 e. means sustained repolarization.

Q. 127. Action potentials are produced by
T a. Na influx
F b. Na-Kinflux

F c. K influx
F d. Kefflux
F d. Caeffiux

Q. 128. Resting nerve membrance is more permeable to K
than to Na

T a. 50-100 times
F	 b. 1-5 times
F c. 20-50 times
F d. 200-500 times
F	 e. 170-180 times.

Q. 129. The ionic channels in excitable membrane are lined
by

T	 a. Proteins
F	 b. Cephalins
F	 c. Lipids
F d. Carbohydrates
F	 e. Fat.

Q. 130. What provides most of the energy that is used to
maintain a normal resting membrane potential of
about 70 millivolts inside the neuronal cell?

T a. The sodium pu mp
F b. The potassium pump
F c. The chloride pump
F d. The calcium pump
F	 e. Diffusion of chloride ions

Q. 131. Chemical gradient across cell membrane is main-
tained chiefly by

T a. K

F b. Na
F c. Ca++

F d. CI-

F e.

Q. 132. Most diffusible ion in excitable tissue is
T a. Cl

F b. Na
F c. K

F d. PO4
F e. Mg.

Q. 133. The physiologically important anion other than
chloride is

T a. Bicarbonate
F	 b. Nitrate
F c. Phosphate
F d. Sulphate
F	 e. Lactate.

Q. 134. Resting membrane potential is close to the Isoelec-
trical potential of
T a. CV
F b. Na
F c. Mg
F d. K
F	 e. Cl.

Q. 135. Resting membrane potential on nerve is determined
by concentration of

T a. Potassium
F b. Calcium
F c. Chloride
F d. Magnesium
F e. Sodium.

Q. 136. Repolarization in isolated muscle piece fibre proceeds
from

T a. Endocardium to epicardium
F b. Epicardium to endocardium
F	 c. Left to right
F	 d. Right to left
F d. Base toapex.

Q. 137. In excitable cells, repolarization is closely associated
with, one of the following events

T a. Kefflux
F b. Naefflux
F c. Na influx
F d. K influx
F	 e. Cl efflux

Q. 138. End plate potential follows which law
T a. Depolarisation
F b. All or none law
F c. Hyperpolarisation
F d. Propagation
F	 e. contraction.

Q. 139. The end plate potential is characterised by
T a. Depolarisation
F b. Propagation
F c. All or non law
F d. Hyperpolarisation
F	 e. contraction.



Q. 140. Initiation of impulse starts in
T	 d. Dendritic tree
F a. Axon
F b. Axon hillock + initial segment
F c. Cell body
T d. soma.

Muscle

Q. 141. Resting length of muscle fibre
T a. is 2 mecrometer.
T b. means unstreteched length before contraction

begins.
F c. means length of sarcomere at the end of contraction
F d. means length of stretched muscle fiber before

contraction.
F e. is 4 micrometer.

Q. 142. During isotonic contraction of a skeletal muscle
there is shortening of

T a. Sarcomere.
F	 b. Iband.
F c. MIme.
F d. A band.
F e. H band.

Q. 143. Isometric contraction
T a. means no change in the length of muscle fiber

during contraction.
T b. is an energy consuming process.
F c. means change in tension of muscle fiber.
F d. means change in the lenght of muscle fiber.
F e. is associated with work done.

Q. 144. Maximum efficiency of muscle contraction can be
achieved by

T a. when velocity of contraction is 30% of the
maximum velocity.

T	 b. moderate velocity of contraction.
F	 c. rapid rate of contraction.
F d. maximum velocity of contraction.
F	 e. slow rate of muscle contraction.

Q. 145. Cross bridges
T a. contain ATPase.
T b. split ATP before their attachment with actin.
T c. form power stroke.
T d. are composed of myosin.
F e. bind to AtP after their detachment from ADP

Q. 146. Excitation of a muscle fiber most directly causes
T a. release of Ca from the sarcoplasmic reticulum.
F	 b. splitting of ATP.
F	 c. pulling of actin.

F d. movement of tropomyosin.
F	 e. attachment of cross bridges to actin.

Q. 147. The energy of muscle contraction is most directly
obtained from

T a. ATP.
F	 b. anaerobic respiration.
F	 c. myoglobin.
F	 d. creatinine phosphate.
F	 e. aerobic respiration.

Q. 148. Relationship of velocity of contraction to load
applied is

T	 a. inversely proportional.
F	 b. directly proportional.
F	 c. negative.
F	 d. neutral
F	 e. positive.

Q. 149. The major cation directly involved in the isotonic
contraction of skeletal muscle is

T b. Ca
F b. Mc,+'-

 c.

F d. Na
F e. K.

Q. 150. Ionized calcium is
T a. required for neuromuscular transmission.
T	 b. present in sarcoplasmic reticulum.
T c. required for coagulation of blood.
T d. needed for contraction of muscle.
F	 e. required for relaxation of muscle.

Q. 151. Most of the ATP in red muscle is produced in
T a. mitochondria.
F	 b. golgi apparatus.
F c. myofilaments.
F	 d. cytosol.
F	 e. nucleus.

Q. 152. The Calcium pump of striated muscle pump Ca
into

T a. mitochondria.
T b. sarcoplasmic reticulum.
F	 c. sarcoplasm.
F d. sarcolemma.
F	 e. nucleus.

Q. 153. A band contains
T a. both actin and myosin.
F	 b. troponin.
F	 c. zdisc.
F	 d. actin only.



F	 e. myosin only.

Q. 154. Actin filaments
T	 a. cause clot retraction.
1'	 b. form an elastic support for cell

membrane.
T	 c. are contactile element in platelet.
F d. are present in WBC.
F	 e. are present in cilia.

Q. 155. Actin filaments are present in
T	 a. in platelets.
T	 b. in smooth muscle cell.
F	 c. in fibroblast.
F	 d. all cell membrane.
F	 e. in endothelial cell.

Q. 156. Troponin is composed of

I a. TN-i
T b. TN-T

T c. TN-C

F d. TN-D
F e. TN-2

Q. 157. Steps in relaxation of skeletal muscle include
T	 a. cessation of interaction between actin and myosin.
I b. Ca" is pumped back into sarcoplasmic reticulum.
F	 c. binding of acetylcholine to nicotinic receptors.
F d. discharge of motor neuron.
F	 e. inward spread of depolarization along T tubules.

Q. 158. Agents causing smooth muscle contraction is
T	 a. epinephrine and norepinephrine.
T	 b. angiotensin
F	 c. glycine.
F	 d. nitric oxide.
F	 e. acetylcholine.

Q. 159. Smooth muscle possess
T	 a. contractility.
T	 b. syncytial properties.
F	 c. all or none law.
F	 d. excitability.
F e. stair case phenomenon.

Q. 160. Unitary smooth muscle is synonymous with
T	 a. visceral smooth muscle.
T b. syncytial smooth muscle.
F	 c. piloerector smooth muscle.
F	 d. vascular smooth muscle.
F e. bronchial smooth muscle

Q. 161. When smoth muscle is stretched within physiologi-
cal limits

T a. the membrane dopolarizes.
F	 b. the muscle relaxes.

F	 c. syncytial conduction is blocked.
F	 d. action potentials are not elicited.
F	 e. the tension that develops is due to elastic elements

only.

Q. 162. The average number of muscle fibres
attached to one golgi tendon organ are

T	 a. 10-15
F	 b. 1-3
F	 c. 5-10
F	 d. 15-75
1'	 e. 8-10

Q. 163. The band which disappears on muscle contraction is
i' a.H
F	 b. I
F c. A
F d. Z
F e. M.

Q. 164. The band which appears on muscular contraction is
T	 a. I
F b. A
F c. H
F d. MorCM
F e. A&1-I

Q. 165. In severe exercise muscle spasm occurs due to
T a. Accumulation of K+

F b. Accumulation of acetylcholine
F c. Accumulation of ca

F d. Depletion of sodium
F e. Depletion of ATP.

Q. 166. High twitch muscle fibres in comparison to low
twitch muscle fibres are having more

T a. Mitochondria
F b. C-AMP
F c. Cytoplasm
F d. Enzymes
F e. ER.

Q. 167. Calmodulin activates
T a. Muscle phosphorylase
F	 b. Protein kinase C
F 0. 2,3DPG
F d. Glucokinase
F e. Depletion of ATP.

Q. 168. Thrombosthenin is
T	 a. Contractile protein
F	 b. Coagulation factor
F c. A thrombosis promoting protein
F	 d. A protein regulation platelet producting



F	 e All of the above.

Q. 169. Increased blood flow in muscle during exercise is
not because of

T	 a. High lactate

T b. Hi gh bicarbonate
F c. Low pH
F d. High CO2
F e. Low P02

Q. 170. A sprinter utilises in the first 3 to 4 minutes of a
race

T a. Muscle glycogen
F	 b. Cieatinine phosphate
F c. Blood glucose
F d. None of the above
F	 e. All of the above

Q. 171. In keletal muscle contraction requires
T a. Depends on action potential
T b. Recruitment of more number of fibres produces

more contraction
T c. Local tension
F	 d. Increase in the strength of action potential increase

contraction.
F	 e. All of the above

Q. 172. A unique characteristic of smooth muscle is that
T	 a. It can sustain a contraction for prologed periods

F	 b. Calcium is not required for contraction
F	 c. Repetitive contractions are not possible
F d. Myosin filaments are not required
F e. ATP is required for contraction

Q. 173. Curare in therapeutic doses
T	 a. Decreases the amplitude of skeletal muscle potential
F	 b. Prevents propagation of action potential in skeletal

muscle
F c. Enhances the action of choline esterase
F d. Enhances the action of catecholamines
F e. All of the above

Q. 174. Muscles can withstand complete arterial occlusion
for

T	 a. 1	 hour
F b. 112 hour
F c. 4-6 hours
F d. 8 hours
F e. 4 hours

Q. 175. Smooth muscle has the following characteristic
T a. Chronaxie is longer
F	 b. Threshold is higher
F c. RMP is greater
F	 d. Action potential is greater
F e. None of the above.


